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Albert YV,Knsbv
A
ALBUQUERQUE, July 1
W. Kneale, recently appointed
Indian
TO FREE EDITOR CONVICT-E- superintendent of the Shiprock
in Northwestern New Mexico,
OF UZZL AKD COlf. agency his
new duties last week, 'acbegan
TEMPT, LEAVES EDITOR cording to a report received here. Mr.
Kneale was transferred to New MexFREE
ico from the Unitah and Ouray agency, Fort Duchesne, Utah. He ar- ernor Hinkle late today signed par-- ival In fihinrock an Julv 11. Mr.
tfons to Ctrl C. Magee, editor ox ux Kneale succeeded E. W. Estop, who
New Mexico State Tribune, convicted has been superintendent at eniproc
on the charge of criminal libel of Jus- for several years. Mr. Estep left yesby
tice F. W. Parker of the state sup- terday for California, traveling
- "
reme court and of contempt of the auto.
fourth judicial district court, presided Following the removal of Mr. Estep
tha amrin tendency
una timt)
over by Judge D. J. Leahy.
at Shiprock has been in charge of
GOVERNOR'S COMMENT
Tramlih Auditor Cheater L. Walk
Commenting upon his action in is- er of the Indian department.
suing the pardons, Governor Hinkle
said the indictment m which Magee
was tried for libel was obtained May Oil
"without the consent or the knowGrounds
ledge of the party supposed to have
been libelled," and- - that the trial was
A propostion is on foot to have
held "in a district where neither
ker nor Magee lives" and that the the streets and roads leading to the
bringing of Magee to the bar "seem- fair grounds oiled in time for the Ined to be a conspiracy and more of a dian Ceremonial.' It is claimed that
with heavy oil put on the streets and
persecution than a prosecution."
As to the contempt cases, Governor roads leading to the grounds that the
Binkle declared that they "were also Hunt nuisance will be overcome. This
a persecution the sentences harsh wil be a great help and the increased
and beyond reason, and the whole attendance by reason 01 no oust wui
is
procedure a disgrace and a blot upon more thanpay for the oiling, soonit'the
the name of New Mexico and the good claimed. The oil should be put
streets snd roads several days before
, ,,.
pepple thereof."
Asked for a formal statement, Gov- the opening of the show so as to give
ernor Hinkle said that he felt the par- it plenty time to soak in, prevent
dons spoke for themselves and that he picking up by conveyances.
had nothing further to say. '
The stat constitution of Mew Mex- - The
Windows
ied"Trovides that the governor may
immediateone
New
to
issue a pardon
any
ly after a conviction.
Tha rmuntv fail windows have been
screened with heavy iron bars. This
SIGNED STATEMENT IB
orGIVEN OUT BY MAGEE was found absolutely necessary in
der to prevent prisoners from making
prevent friends of
Carl C. Magee gave the following escape, also
'
in through
signed statement to the Associated prisoners from handing which
the windows tools with
pris
Press Monday night:
x
"The governor is to be congratulat- oners could make tneu escape, sner-if- f
Mvttn hivincr noticed that several
ed upon the powerful blow he struck
in behalf cda free press and orderly attempts of late to free prisoners, oron der the windows screened with heavy
government The pardons came
the initiative of the governor without iron.
me.
request from
aay
MTT..LmL. mjf av altAflvmAlU fftPO
to
counsecutlon in a machine-controlle- d
imty without the protection of an will
fair Jury,
partial judge and
have a wholesome restraining influIt is understood that an agreement
ence upon further efforts at political has been reached by and between all
intimito
effort
an
is
persecutions
parties interested in the "squatters'
date newspapers. .The personal phase home rights of north side that five
of
a
the
expense
is tit it saved me
years will be given to the "squatters"
multitude of appeals which I could ill in which to pay for the lands upon
under
out
from
afford, and takes me
which they have built homes. Such
the embarrassment of 'pending cases,' a plan, if carried out, Would mean
which was being used in, an effort to that the home builders of that secsilence me about bad conditions in tion could pay for their lots by paying
New Mexico. The whole people will the State 4 per cent on the amount
join me in thanking the governor for of their obligations. This plan would
his stand in favor of decency, dignity be a most liberal and reasonable way
and impartiality in the administration by which home owners can pay' for
i of the law and the preservation of the their lots, it is unaerstooa uure me
State Land Commissioner wants to
ngM M CroiCW eilicuu
do the very best thing possible by the
STATEMENT OF MAGEE
"squatters," so that they can pay for
which they have built
- IS DENESD BY ' BTNKLB the lots upon
homes. Attorney J. W. Chapman is
Governor Hinkle, when informed working out the plan, and with Frank
that Carl Magee, in a signed state- Canavan as trustee the way now looks
ment to the Associated Press, said clear for "aquatters" to obtain perfectitles to their lots, and on a
that "the pardons came on the ini- tion toreasonable
plan.
tiative of the governor without any very 0
request from me," said, "That isn't
' The appeal came from Magee
right.
Base Ball
through his attorneys." The goverhis
denial.
nor was emphatic in
Sunday
The Albuquerque Momiag Journal
reconhow
he
asked Governor Hinkle
Holbrook and Gamerco will cross
ciled his action today with his state- hats at Rasnrra hill nark tomorrow.
ment given to the press on July ft, Sunday. The game will be called at
that he "did not intend to take action,
2:30 P. M. This promises to De one
if at all, until after every legal reme- of the snappiest games of the season.
Governor
dy had been exhausted?"
Both teams claim some extra good
Hinkle replied, "That statement players.
ended
case
was
But
the
wasnt right
today when Magee's attorneys said
the Democratic high sign!
that the appeal would not be complet- And
And Liberty of the Press was
ed."
"r

and easy

tn.

Streets
To Fair

Jail

Screens

Have

wmmmm mm

te

Have
"Squatters"
Five Years Time

1-

cnu.

Game.
At Gamerco

saved.

'
JUDGE LEAHY HAS NO
STATEMENT AT PRESENT

LAS VEGAS, N. M., July,
of GovJudge D. J. Leahy, Informed
ernor Hinkle's action in pardoning
liCarl C Magee, adjudged guilty of toaaicr
court,
of
bel and contempt
comment concerning
night thst his
the pardons would be made when the
proper time presented opportunity for

a statement
I have no statement at present,
not
said, "since I am
part in any newspaper
I sm conducting a disthe state of New Mexico in" accordance with my oath of
office, and stand on my official record
as a presiding judge. I shall make
such statement as may be deemed
necessary when proper time is presented for it"

Judge Leahy
conducting a
controversy. ,
trict court in

.

,

COPPER RIVETED
(Albuquerque Journal Editorial)ever
No copper riveted machine
worked with greater smoothness or
celerity than the Democratic machineof
through which the prompt pardon
Carl Magee was engineered, were
Hamlet alive he might justly lament
"It followed hard upon, my lord I"
But aometing had to be done and
done quickly.
Judgment had hardly
the.
oh, now hardlyt fallen from the
lips of the tyrant who rules over PeoKingdom of San Miguel than the dt-Uple's Martyr fled to Santa Fe, the
of Democratic justice. The governor and the Tribune of the Peejiel
ai

SUD3I

DAiriL'G L'ODSES

Succeeds Ettep

s:s3D winr::3

'
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DUG OUT BY ROOT IN
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL
(Rules of Court Procedure)
(By A. Nonymous, a Legal Light who
seems hard to Extinguish.)
Each member of the audience to be
presented with a small American flag
at the court room entrance. The flag
41t
imhu a aanaa of natriotism
which one monumental conceit may
Aner uw-appropriate unto nimseii.
accused
tha nhiiM)i
- tn which
belongs have been seated in a favored
section delegates irom me oosroa
civic organizations arrive.
. TU. an1fania fldfitiui.
Mat tVio niav4no of a national air
to bring tne audience to meir leev,
wtiila the, aecuneil enters, bowing and
smiling to right and left.
Audience De seaiea.
Enter Judge:
Invocation by Rt. Rev. Gasbag:
Address
soliciting subscriptions
(bv nartv interested in collecting
vf

Mnttnn ViTT attnmSV fT HpfflTIRA to
disqualify Judge, Jury, and all who

o:a

SOLED DASSS

not suDBcnne xor oonaa.
Motion overruled.
A Anna
nvvuonv'vu
that subscriptions had been tampered
with, as there was not enough to pay
,

Way

bill

df

interested party.

Objection oy attorney xor prosecution, im orround that paying of bills

was immaterial.

Cheer leader for prosecution being
dismissed.
,
P. 8. (Law m.not practiced that
way m Mew Mexico.)

absent case

OF

R03ERT SEABIUBGE

ON APRIL 31 THEY HAD PROMINENT MEMSER OF I.
O O. F., HAD KEEN YARD
MORE CAPITAL
MOKE
FOREMAN FOR THE PAST
DEPOSITS, MORE REEIGHT TEARS
SOURCES THAN BEFORE
DENVER,

Robert Baxter Seabridge, age 49,
The banking
died
suddenly at z:4o Thursday mornthe United States on
few

July

17,

institutions of
April 81st, the latest date for which
complete reports are available had
more capital, more deposits and more
resources than ever before in the
country's history, R. It. Sims, of New
Orleans, secretary-treasure- r
of the
National Association of Supervisors
of State banks, told association delegates at their annual convention here
today. Mr. Sims presented a state- -'
merrt showing the aggregate
resources of all state banking institutions in the United States, together!
with a table showine total resources
of all national- banking institutions.
"On April 3,1923," said Mr. Sims,
"there was a total of 30.313 banks, of
which 22,084 Were state and 8,229 national banks, and in round numbers
showed total capital, surplus nad undivided profits of $6,514,000,000; total deposits of $44,049,000,000 and total resources of $53,694,000,000. Total
deposts of all banks were $2,943,000,-00- 0
above the previous high record of
June 30, 1920, and total resources of
above resources of that
$2,306,000,000
date.
"The capital, surplus and undivided profits of state banks on April 3,
this year, in round numbers, was
and of national banks
$2,872,000,000, showing the capital
resources of the state banks to be 26
per cent in excess of those of the naThe deposits of the
tional banks.
state banks aggregated $27,013,000.- 000, and of the nationals, $17,036,000,-00showing deposits of state' banks
to be 68 per cent in excess of those
of national banks. Total resources of
the state banks were $32,081,000,000
and of the national banks. $21,612.- 000,000, showing the resources of the
state banks to be 48 per cent in excess of those of the national banks."
'

-

0,

CATTLE RUSTLDIG

DECODES SERIOUS
ORGANIZED GANG OF
CATTLE THIEVES NOW
OPERATING IN McKIN-LE-

Y

COUNTY IS CLAIMED

McKinley

ing after only

minutes suffering
with acute indigestion. Mr. Seabridge
was as well as ever the day before his
death, remained up till about 10
o'clock Wednesday
night, chatting
with friends in his usual good way.
Just before he started for his home
he bought a sack of pop corn, and
after eating it remarked to frienda
that he felt a lump in his troat This
was the starting of acute indigestion,
out ne tnougnt no more oi it till just
a few minutes before hie death, when
he again complained.
His wife prepared some soda which gave him a
little relief. Then a littlemint. after
which he fell asleep and death resulted in a few minutes.
;
The death was a great shock to all.
The sad news spread and the many
friends could not believe .that the man
they had seen and talked with only a
tew nours Deiore was now dead.
Mr. Seabridge had been Santa Fe
yard foreman for the past eight
years. He was a prominent member
of the order of I. O. O. F., being past
Noble Grand. He was also a member
of the order of Modern Woodmen.
His wife, Mrs. Dora Seabridge, and
two sons survive, the sons are Wilbur
L. Seabridge of Topak, Arizona, and
Frank Vera Seabridge of Gallup. A
:

sister,

Mrs. Lula Whitson

of

Wind-fiel-

d,

Kans., also survives, and will
arrive for the funeral, which will be
held at the chapel of the Gallup
Undertaking Company Sunday afternoon. Wilbur L Seabridge of Topak,
Arizona, will also arrive for the fun
eral.
Mr. Seabridge came to Gallup eight
years ago from Wichita, Kans., and
during his life in our community had
ever been held in highest esteem. He
was a good citizen a good man, husband and father has gone to his eter
nal reward.
Rev. John W. Hendrix of the Meth
odist Church, will officiate at the fun
eral services.
We extend to the bereaved family
and to the many friends our tender
sympathies.
"
o

that there is an organized gang of
cattle thieves operating in this county, and thai such has been going on
over a period of several years. We
an told that the gang sticks together and commit perjury in court trials.
thus making it hard to convict.
This week marked the beginning of
the round up and prosecutions. Sheriff Lou Myers run down some of those
who are charged as being members
of this organised gang. Monday of
this week two men were before Judge
Schauer and the trial produced some
very serious artel interesting facts.
The information brought out at this
trial, so it is claimed, may lead to
seme sensational developments.
Attorney J. S. Vaught, for the
New Mexico Cattle and Horse Raisers
Association, appeared for the prosecution, assisted by Assistant District
Attorney J. W. Chapman.
The two men are Juan Hernandez
and David Lucero. They were bound
over to the grand jury. Two others
who are more or less implicated were
allowed to go.
Following out clues furnished Sher
iff Myers he found a number of heads
of cattle where they had been hid
away in the cliffs of big rocks. A
few hides were captured. Mr. Myers
is in possession of information that
convinces Mm that killing of cattle
has been going on for a period of
some years, and tnat Indians, Mexicans and white men are all implicated.
Mr. Myers is in possession of information that may lead to sensational
arrests.
;
Hernandez and Lucero are in jail.
Others are being watched closely. As
stated before, and as claimed by Mc
Kinley county citizens, the gang is so
well organized that when arrests are
made that false statements will be
made, perjury committe, and that the
gang will protect each other to the

Beer and Wine

Julv 17. A resolution
st ttiis!
the Volstead act to permit

amending

conext
uuainn nt pnnvrMa bv Reoresenta- tive L. C. Dyer, of St. Louis, he an
nounced today, Dyer sam a reecnt
tour of the western, middle western
atatea had convinc
Maw
ed him that sentiment is overwhelm
pronioi-;n- n
ing for modification of the business
law
Ha added that
men, temperance workers and church
societies are convince mat moum-catio- n
is needed.

.J

IRno-lan- d

Fifty Millions
By Americans
a

Very Few Garbage
Cans Provided
Hardware merchants report that
very lew garbage cans have been sold.
Families have not taken very serious,
ly the demand for better sanitation,
The cost to each family would be
small for the purchase of proper gar
bage cans, vet the sanitation of the
town would be greatly improved.
Every family should be forced to provide proper garbage cans iron cans
with lidB. The habit of throwing refuse and garbage into the alleys
should be prohibited. Also, the habit
of, throwing any and everything

In

San Juan Co.

SANTA PE. July 17. Drillnig is
be begun by August 25 by Jacobs
Brothers on the san Juan syndicate's
holdings in San Juan county, accord
ing to word to Frame Stapun, trustee
for the syndicate. They have shipped
two rigs. The sites where they will
drill have not yet been picked.
Jacbos Borthera recently agreed
with the San Juan syndicate to put
down four walls for tt and with tne
Navajo syndicate to drill the same
number for it Santa Fe people are
interested to keCX

to

DAS RESIGItB
BOARD

OF

REGENTS

COULD FIND NOTHING
UPON WHICH TO BASS
CHARGES FOR REMOVAL

itiimJ'

LAS VEGAS. K. M.. Jniv
scinding his previously announced In- - '
teniion oi remaining in office until
implied charares aeainst him war :
given official hearing, Jonathan H.'
Wagner, head of the New Mexico
dead chickens, dogs, cats into the University, presented his resignation
should be prohibited. There Wedneaday afternoon to the board of
Suerco excuse
for such. Make arrests regents and immediate acceptance
.
and prefer charges against those who was announced.
t
,
'
CARROON ELECTED
are so filthy and careless and see that
Frank
Carroon. dean of the univer
will
proper fines are imposed--thiput a stop to such. Just as well be- sity, was elected president to succeed
come civilized while we are alive the Wagner on his retirement August 81.
In his forma) resignation Wagner
dead need no such protection.
called attention to the terms of
o
,

s

dated June 1. 1922. annmv.
9. same year, effective .
for three years. He stated that "Ij
V
now realize that the present state ad-ministration and apparently a major-it- y
of your board is now ooDosed to .
We understand that the Gallup Fire
Department will continue to contend retaining me as president of this infor proper fire escapes for the central stitution, it is probably best that I re- public school building. It is pointed sign."
out that should a fire happen in this
RESIGNATION CONDITIONAL
building that the lives of our children
The resignation is tendered upon '
would be in great danger on account conditon that
it take effect August ''
of no fire escapes. The Gallup school 31; that all
due him in salaries
money
board will be appealed to, looking to
to that time be paid; that he be
the providing of fire escapes for this up
reimbursed
for necessary expendi- building. Members of the fire de- tures heretofore incurred by him, and
demand
to
for that no
partment will continue
attempt be made by the board '
proper protection, and they will not of regents to repudiate any lawful
allow an excuse that it will cost so debts
incurred during his administra- - '
and ao to stand in the way.
tion under the former board due to '
the exigencies of the fire; that outf ng
standing book deposits be paid; that'
the student and dramatic organisation and Y. M. G. A. funds be recheck- ed and placed to the credit of the ,
Ed. Tamony, Bill Turner and Leo president of the institution as treasMcDonald, three of the biggest fish urer; that upon completion of the pre- - '
'
story tellers in' the west, are off to sent audit, if accounts are found cor- - '
Arizona for several days fishing in rect, he be given a full discharge;
the rivers of the White mountains. that the acceptance of the resignation
Whether they catch big fish or little shall be full admission on the part of :
fish, or whether any at all, we may the board of regents that the board :
well prepare to hear some fish stories has no grounds upon which to prefer
that will charm, believe them or not. charges against him as president and
that in event any charges are held the 1'
resignation was not to be accepted.
BRICK PLANT
NO CHARGES PREFERRED
In its acceptance the board stated "it is specifically admitted by the
ORDERED SOLD that
full board of the New Mexico Normal
University that said board has no
whatsoever upon) which to
JUDGE REED HOLLOMAN grounds
prefer charges against you," and fur- -.
ORDERS RECEIVER
TO ther complied with each condition, de- -,

For Fire Escapes

ed December

Contended For

Of

A-Fishi-

In Arizona Waters

1

;

.

.

4n

tmavallava

France

will

ifv

SELL PLANT ON AUGUST
''
21, 1923

SANTA FE, July 19. In an order
TkAav Kv
.Tiidca
Hnllnman- aiomaH
Tnhn V MoFi'a. rareivnr nf tha New
Brick company at Gallup,
cell tha nrnnertv at.
the plant in Gallup at public auction
at IV A. la., AUgUBi Li, to we nigneei
bidder for cash, no bid te be less than
121,760 with 16 per cent down ana
balance oavable on confirmation of
the sale by the court.
a) W!t1x
The order was in tne case oi nei-chMexico

Fire

nstmtul in

1

Catron administrator

KotMw

John

Hniiui

Virm

RiHpV

er

'

vs. the
enmiunv.

McFie, receiver, and it
various 'sums of money as fol

R.

-

grants
lows; to the uciuniey uraniy Dana,
tmnnn with 10 ner cent interest from
June 30, 1921; to the same, $4,000
from June
with 10. per cent interest
an aaa an. aim
,za.v,
30, i)zi; to tne same,
.

.

millinna
,
- vear. . That
aame tl.n07.flB. To the Santa
- thin
tn- senu
to
money m
Pacific railroad company, $2,791.- Fe
way
the
ll
right
we get something for ft. The 14 with 3 per cent interest irom ine,
American traveller brings back infor 1921, and the order holds that the
mation.
railroad company has a security cerWo (noania. VinAfl ttlfiV nOtlCC B tain bonds of the brick company
drunken man or woman in Paris and which shall be considered a secured
tnat tne aruna claim. The order grants to the First
investigate, they find
it. avt PrATutli! ftlwftvi an Mafinnai hantr nf Santa Fe the rieht
American to recover $2,000 with 8 per cent
other ., nationality, usually lAATTliTlff
Of
ThotB WAVtri
M irKoVi
ana ,.am me
.
.
.
al loirs from. February i
Vn
I.
rrencnra
no
bonds, of the brick company it now
about,
thinking
ice water, and none nnnKs wnisiey. has, be declared secured claims.
That's one reason.
The court holds that all secured
claims are to be a first lien on all
the assets of the defendsnt company
in the hands of the receiver after payment of preferred claims.
aeeentahls under the
n MA
terms of the order Receiver McFie is
continue to operate the
. to
. .
.
. I
Our attention has been directed to directed
oraera oi toe court.
unuer
bricK
our
plant
the need of better protection at
0
out
is
pointed
community dances. It
no rlonr-- afcnllld he allowed With
out proper police protection, to the
.
end that drinxing snouia w proniun-edunpleasant for those
It is veryATiinv
dancinff to have
Tha trantra nf workmen and teams
'. " v oiht,' tn
to put up with drinking, ttrict en will dear out this Sunday and ship
forcement of orders againsi unnng to Los Angeles, having completed the
limit.
and
effect,
- double trackage in this section oi we
"
.
nwn' hava
' a wholesome
of
This is an alarming state
affairs, this
of protection is due to those Santa Fe road. This double track-aVn- a
kind
and once the prosecution is in posses- who do not drink, and certainty wouia
a orfat improvement in
sion of facts, a number of people will not harm those who do drink Drinkof
the Santa Fe, and the
service
the
be headed towards tne penutentiary.
ing at dances is disgraceful.
tne gangs wnne in
by
money
spent
o
-,
this vicinity have benefitted all
branches of business. It is not known
lust where the outfits will be put to

Another Well

Dl J.ttUAGi3

,

Dyer Favon

beer of three per cent aiconouc
county citizens tell us ntent will be introduced at the

.

did

D2ATD

jau-ro-

--

...

Better Protection
For Our Dances

l--

1

1

Double Trackage
Has Been Completed

a

--

Bonfire is Cause of
$200,000 Fire Loss work next.
;
Ooa en Typhoid Outbreak
me AVflT.T.F.S. Jnlv
tire city block and several homes in
In Las Animas
blocks were destroyed early

adjoining
last night when two small boys were
SANTA FE, July 16.In the last
unable to control a bonfire set by
flf tVio atudln of the- two weeks twelve cases of typhoid
.vnm ... mw m
wnui
AniEdwin H. Flagg Scenic company, at fever have broken out in the Las
the
to
public
mas
ave
according
neecn
'valley,
Sixteenth street and Long
said
health bureau, The cases-ar- e
nue.
. ha ifaa n tha rfnmntncr of'sewsve
tnilnafartal (llanta. fotl MBi
Vi
dances and probably a dozen slvjds into the river at Durango, Colo. Uand garages were Mtroreu. 't,tm forts nave Den maoe w set wm
halted, but without saceea,
loss was said to be about --va,iv.
-- --

manded.
CARROON'S

DEGREES
Frank Carroon, dean of the university, who succeeds Wagner, holds
a bachelor's degree from Indiana University, master's degree from Denver University and doctor's degree
from Leland Stanford's, is professor,
of physchology, education and sociology and has been in present office
continuously since 1909.
Lee Anderson, Santa Fe, was
made business manager and bookkeeper with authority to pay accounts
and transact business for the institution.

Monster1 Camera

to

Photograph Eclipse
TUCSON, Ariz.July 18. Immense
telescopic cameras 40 and 60 feet
long, gigantic reflectors and a number of smaller instruments will be
moved into Mexico for the purpose of
vthAAffvanhifio1
i.ha aun durinff its
accord- next September
total eclipse
.
ar
a
i
a,
ing to plans announced nere oy lit.
E. Douglas of the University of Ariz.

A

ona

Dr. Douglas will head an expedition
while a second will be Conducted by
Professor W. A. Cogshall of the University of Indiana.
The Douglas expedition will take
focus camera which
with it a
will reproduce the sun with a
diameter. An even larger camera
will be taken by the Cogshall expedition.
These cameras will be held in position by means of specially constructed
towers.
San Felipe, 144 miles south of the
international boundary, has been selected as the site of the Cogshall ex-observations. Dr. Douglas
Sedition's
definitely selected his loca
tion.
40-fo- ot

ch

o

Inscription Rock
Autograph Album
WASHINGTON. July 16. N W
is declared by Frederic J, '
Haskin to have the rock which la popularly known as "the world's greatest
autograph album."
. Writing for several hundred papers
which use his feature service, ''Questions and Answers," he answers ha
question about this rock as follows: ta
"Inscription rock, or El Monro,
New Mexico, has the only extant
memoranda of certain early Spanish,
exporations, the earliest nucrlptlont
dating back to 1626. The spring: that;
furnished water for the troopa still,
of the roci. It.
gushes from the sids
Z. awulaj lii tS
ahatMi at a cat!a
which rises 200 feet out of the (IJai..
enousn to annw ma ma
It ishslarge
rsoesses.
in
Mexico

r

f

iL

i:

-

X,"
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ITS LOGICAL KZ1ULT3

(iftMUt
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Herald Editeiaf)

A KLAXKET PAEDOX
kki&et sardm to

ifewsir--

.

f

xs

CtTerww EixU Ui relieved
3 peiaitk mx0iA a a re-- )

f fc trial ard cfmrrim of cri- -'
ainal lit! mm! erinasaJ eosseinpt is
tie Sea ICjraeS ewsaty dtarki exwrt,
Mid at tke assae faue has srvr-ccfk3 review a&j ad jofwtat is time
cases try tut rzpmnt eoxrt of tke
late.
Vbetker tie sgpresee evart wwdd
lame CMcrkted
r reversed tke trial
r-- h

eeeri is tkese cuti; vViW Mace
feared t take las defease before Ike
state's kugkest tribes:; what eaa
tike
to akeadoa vorrugkt

pwwr

ue Mage ease eat tke
bad
kit mmm ef
ia tke eaartaf 3 rkeae. while

ef poUk
sassrtsis as eoatpared witfc tke
fact f tke genere action, tke
ti

pre-ceee- at

at eaUhftrhes and tke aifaariag
assault it stakes apo tke yndaeial
aed tkeac
ear
knack
ereerfy processes ef justice wfciek art
tke feeadatioe ef liberty aid safety
af tke iaterneaal aoxtm. as
etfiwsril a&d state
toai ky

rrcniEt

es

tetkae.

HirJde. ky his blaaket eardea. kaa
it effect taet tke caarges af
egsiast Magee, peeding
af appeal to tke stas
sot be tried there or triad
ska2
evert,
at alL Cfreatitatiag kaace judge asd
Jury, weagker ef tke evidence said hv'
terpreter c tke iaw, HicJtte baa tried
and eoBrieted ece of tke courts whose
authority ke k even to respect and
vykuM ead has set aside tke ealy
empowered kr tke evestitvtioa
to deride whether tkat court kaa keea
r'tfkt or wrong. He has usurped tke
aciiorrty of tke state supreme court!
aad ku
a prisoner rtiii ia tke
casVsij of tkat etnut a&d rbject to
ita proteases, wkile farcibisf to tke
aa-tkcr- ty

,

frd

a eertifkate ef
prifxr
of tke ezenttiTe creation.
J

The

eaa be Uiis-trJy reason tkat
Ji.
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M

tae fAiita w a deliberate taorpaUoa
of their authwTty, u that be yielded
to tiie "preware" of partuaa political
KKAtff
ta tbe democraUe party orfastzatioe to ufajch ke btlocgi and
wkkk kaa o&dertakeD tke fi&aadal
rerpotuibUity for maictaiajr Magee!
local daily paper a a democratic
-

party organ. Fear f Kagee may kave
played it part, beeaiue is forcu:; the
deiDOcratie party managen to eocoe to
hi relief Magte'a Cnt irrve was to
attack the governor acd tkreatea him
with tke aame kind of abuse winch
Magee

oflkruu

kaa employed aaiiut
asd private citizens

public,

alike
wko have not yielded protsptly to bis
demabds for political dictation or
- ,
donations.
Hinkk bad stated to cevipaper reporters and others that be wtq'A not
intervene ir. Mgee's case twti! tke
dtterAiLtX kad "exhausted bis means;
of rtdreea in the courts." Emwmw'
Saturday and Monday be abandoned'
tnat petition and came
with his
in which be describes)
pr&m dee-reJiagees trial m open court as
and the whole proeeeditig
as a "blot upon New Mexico and the
GOOD PEOPLE thereof." thus ipir-i- r.
EXECX'TIVT- - APPEOVAL to
those blot on the good name of New
Mexico whkh hare ben scattered
throttrb;ut the length acd breadth of
the United States at the insranee of
.
Mage and bis agents.
EXTRAORDINARY
ACTION
I
By his extraordinary abandonment
of a stalwart position in support of
the constitution, lor that of a terrorized, truckling politician, H inkle has
undertaken to establish a precendent
which says in effect that Magee is
free to write and publish as he will
attacks upon all and sundry who mar
incur bis disfavor or who may stand
in the way of bis designs. He kaa
said, in effect that Magee is free to
defy the courts as be will, to use his
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rights of others, to slay reputations,
good names whenever it
suits bis convenience to do so. And
bis blanket pardon, issued at this
time, says in effect that if, in doing
ao, Magee runs afoul of the law and!
tnvm

tViA

law will
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PRICES OF BLUE CHIMNET MODEL
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East and West, Old World and
New, vote the famous Blue STTfl
Chimney NEW PERFEC- TION oil stove firet in popu- lanty-stan- dart
of me world. W
Your nearest stove dealer will
be glad to demonstrate the
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and the courts adjourned; tkat Magee
is above the law and the courts while
JImkle is governor of kew Mexico.
If this action of the executive
stands what crime ia there from which
the private citizen mar regard himself as wholly safe, if he lacks his
own newspaper court, the "pressure'
of a political machine and a plaint
governor at bis beck and call 7
Had Hinkle waited until tke stole
I
,
,
..
supreme court had reviewed tke eases
r
,t
t
tinder which Magee was sentenced,
and had the court sustained those sen
to "pressure,'' is what has!
attai-V- a
...
tn
SS
ANONYMOUS LETTERS
-Ttences, as the record made by Magee
!
kTime-'iking
heel
the bitter newspaper
Ohio
d
Following
TX1COtr:
Co.
rendered likely, an executive pardon
ri
his personal attacks on Guy L.
"n
Cart
1
on
by
Magee
then
been
no
to
have
foVnone",
propaganda
tta
JudgeUahy, ers. Tke same thing
subject
might
rk
fctteV
happened
nrmwM and
yoa' M
On All
more than tke charge of an act of bTSJ?
" not
personal newspaper attacks on Ed i
-me
r.uu. ""s"r
political favoritism and a perpetua
cox.
f
tvrzr
Vc""cre nw Burprweo. we would have '
tion of the vicious pardon system n.n kii.
(have said and that law, in its esUb-FINLEY
been furPrid ke had not received' Mor than fifty anonymous letters lished and orderly process,
rrV
July , 19.The Ohio
which for years has been striking at estoblisheJ in
take, its Oil company 0.,today
Vv?
announced a ree persons above course.
ofn,re .one or more such letters. This is just ifl a e
the vitals of law and order and the soedal
duction of 10 ana 20 cents a bar-rhs kappened in every case of 1nmfL All of these letters followed! Our
publie safety in this state.
on all grades of central west erode
line rf
From able
k10"
PP
Nothtagould LWeen
But Hinkle has elected to take from
the courts a 'ease in process before u
A
was made in sis
a- - s. Krnwo Su..i.y oi wmuif or senuing had deferred action until that bodv
... " r.
p
them. He has constit'ed himself neonU and m.i, 1. . - .i
'"vtne nlnewcutp rices
them is unknown. It is unimportant,
'
Tde8'
of which are:
this
cu
the judicial as well as the executive out regard to law. oritur bhu. , ou
uuam'
icwim
'
I
who
:
w
wrote er aent them. The
ine
V.JL .
a i mm ininmsm.
anonymous letters of
the most in however,
h , India
authority In New Mexico and in doing "
u
oioers.
i
out, S1.67; Princeton. 11.67
.ii
thine is that inn each. of the'".uiwfa Juauon-wia-'f'V
ir. --important
..
,
e
ao he has thrown down the bars to
i
1L ' - dhs tauni
ir. ti
And this is the same crovernor whn llnM - f
fal.
urc mwrs louowea ciose- - won a lilrn4!d
ai.UB.
:
.
,
""'C an4 '""iufl ftuwLfta
"ymwiw,
whatever form of attack men of this
rt.rTl"v
statement
osrs newspaper attacks, both as
iy
Aiagee
cen?
type may
initiative. of
to tune and subject matter.
raniE. oexrarai aama
:r:
"u,c"""
,n
, " am governor
of the man whose leniency was lm- - tWtion ti $L70.
oiners. ine exccuvive
a.
ff
their
tFCVD
marriare
of
'
dauehter
I
KatWin
ItHfifl
'
'
L t.
effect; "Citizens defend yourselves as
XT. DULLer
Li.
!.!
p" fT!nt.1f AU
M.t,:.. till LV HIIU IlUJiUlLiniE
posed Upon.
HMK 1.'
llll UlUILttlK
If J iTHim
best you can. nagee may ao as ne future AftlllJUEI
:
to
.
conUS CRUCE3 POPULATION
his
and
the
mar
makine irwultine
be.
pretense
It fa one thing for an irresponsible
wedding,
r
courts.
In
and
with
your
yon
i.
pleases
science is heavy with knowledge of attacks upon Mr. McMiUen along tke
and
are
courts
ease
the
bis
suspended
LA1 CRUCE8, .NT M., July 18.
to
the executive pen is inked and ready. wrong dtuig. Like every other one same lines of the newspaper stacks. Hinkle. to pardon Cari tlagee is, to
T
but it ia quite
.
11..'
M
While I am governor Magee is above who has weakly submitted himself to During the bitter personal attacks put it mildly, deeply regrettable. We 'another and one that takes on serious who bw
.M.
census
made
just
complied
in
J.
pn
ior
Saynolds
Hagee's
be the tool, his owa career and oppor- the lew,--:newa
toe same thing occurred. find no fault with the pardoa itself, j proportions, for tke Governor of a the city school board, show tbst Lm
PLIANT gUBOSSION
But Governor Hinkle had an oner- - state to confirm that opinion oa hit
tanity for usefulness in the public KeinsT secomnamad bv mTm.rnii.
And this, through lb inkle's pliant service have been bUchtad.
Si8
wwrid
by tke
fi!!!1 States
'onymous letters akmg the earns line VoaW.
dameostntint 4o tke pee-- owa mitiatiT.M
ccxgug bureau.
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Through Hr Worts, Thoss
Thousand Hjrring Disappeared in
--

'

Time..

Doubls-Quie- k

Many great flres that threatened to
destroy both life and property on a
wholesale scale have been subdued
not by water but by explosives.
- When
London's great blase was
raging three centuries ago King
Charles himself superintended operations.! He saw that the only way of
stopping the Ore was to make gaps
which the flames could not cross. At
his orders buildings la Its path were
blown np, and the flames, having nothing to bum, died out
Bven more violent methods were

"1ft tod my buddy can rat thousand of them," was the surprisins
Statement of a resident of the fishing
bore aectlon of one of the Virginia
counties bordering on the Potomac
river when he witnessed a small haul
of herring one afternoon.
fYoa and your, buddy can eat a
inousana or 'em 7" asked one or a
party of farmers waiting to get a
load of flab to put away for winter
.

"Who Is your budfyr
The man who had made the boast
bad been heard to Indulge In extravagant conversation before and the gath
red fanners concluded they would
call what they termed his blutt.
Fifty dollars was the amount of
the wager, and the following Tuesday
was the time Used for the eating. The
thousand fish were piled near the
steamboat landing and the .xeaa whose
buddy was to assist la the eating of
i
them appeared on the appointed hour.
"Just cook a hundred of em," he
said, "and leave the 000 uncooked
ones where they are."
.
"But whore's .your buddy
Impatient bystanders chorused.
The hundred horsing were cooked
and the belle of the fishing shore announced everything in - readiness -- for
the feast.-:- i,;. !. ..,
"Is that your buddy 1" naked the
Couyrltht ky Undenraoti ft UBdcrwerari, H. Y.
man Interested to the amount of $90
DEMPSET-GIBB0N8
FIGHT
In the transaction.
"You call that
your
7
buddy?"
This photo shows Gibbons forcing Dempsey in his. corner and Jack fighting
"8ure," was the response, i
for a knockout.
They were talking about a
This was one of Gibbons', best rounds and both fighters were going good
sow .that bad-ha- d
nothing to
when the photo was snapped.
eat since the day the wager was
placed, and "me and buddy" succeeded In a successful, performance of
the disnppearlng act. Exchange.
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TOO riUCH VIIEAT

-

(ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL)

Not

long ago the world, was hungry
for wheat, and eagerly absorbed all
that America had to offer. Those
ware golden days for our wheat-- f
glowers. Now there is a sad slump.

LAMB

OR NOTHING

FOR HIM

ITE

Conflagration That Threatened to Do
Enormous Damage Quickly tub- - .
dued by Powerful Explosive.

Chiefly
i

vihAn

.

used

recently

an

to extinguish

oil

gusher which had burst Into flames.

NO one would elect te live la a house without running water
and some modern method of besting. Vet many are the
homes in which the ottnpsnts are so far behind the times
that they still connect electrical appliances toasters to
washinf machniee into fixture outlets.

A new well was being sunk In the mid-

dle of a great oilfield. As the drill
broke through the final layer a column
of gas and oil shot 160 feet Into the

air.
Attempts were msde to get it under
control, and whilst they were in progress a crowbar striking sgalnst a stene
made a spark which ignited the rush
Inc. roaring column of gas. Next in
stant the whole oilfield wsa lit up by
a. blase that could be seen for many
miles, Every well In the neighborhood

Have "convienence outlets",, Installed in handy locations and
"eosu
you will appreciate why these receptacles are (called
venience outlets."

r

was In dsnger.
After sn examination, an expert de
termined to blow out the flames Just
out s match. But In this
as
esse the draught was to be provided
by the explosion of a hundredweight
of dynamite.
The operation was successful. The
force of the explosion broke the column of flames snd quenched a fire
that threatened to do millions of dollars' worth of damage.
'

Ton need them; your appliances-neethem and they go hand in
d

one-blo-

PAPER FLOCK

CDs are needed

hand

for connectinp your

J

Tlectriccu

plumbing

Contracting Department
will tell you how easily, quickly,
satisfactorily, and - reasonably

v

we can install "conveniece out-

lets."

Increased So
Chickens
Professor's
Rapidly He Feared They Would
Depopulate the Country.

PHONE 12

and governmental au
intelligence
Offended Suitor Certainly Not There
thority in ths country, more might be
for Lengthy Interview With the
done in an organised way to adjust
.
"Family Mutton." ;

Anyone who is attempting to supplement his Income by keeping poultry
will be interested in the latest Ameriacreage' and production to the decan story on the subject A professor
mand,, year by year, instead of leavUsually It Is the father of the girl of mathematics, contemplating a bobby
ing such adjustment to chance and whom the trembling young man has to of this kind, calculated that he had
see when he wishes to propose, but Just money enough to buy a ben snd
the world in general, because it the Judgment of individaul farmers.
sometimes It Is the mother.
setting of eggs. After dinner one
means more plentiful production and
'One
he sat down to estimate resuch
unfortunate
called
evening
upon
leu hunger everywhere but it is hard
mother-is-lohis
sults. If ten chicks were hatched and
was
and
prospective
r on
American xarmer.
met with absolute frigidity.
half of them were pallets be would
There to a holdover of 200,000,0001
;
nave six hens the next year. On the
When his mission was announced,
same basis he would have M the third
the mother had a fit
, "ro, alrl", she exclaimed.
"I have year and 219 the fourth. From there
For
Sheriff
some
time
Deputy
at 800,000,000 ' bushels, making ' a iSobt Berry of - Closson had been not. encouraged your visits. On the on he developed fast By eight o'clock
acres more land
working on the trail of an illicit contrary, I have opposed them. I feel be bad bought 16,000
runs.
and
have
a
for
bis
By nine o'clock
taken
mean
yon
coops
moonshine
of
he
outfit.
times
Several
advantage
vest to ended. That means a surplus
was occupying all the tillable area
of 400,000,000 bushels, of which other had the place and parties spotted, but our hospitality that you Intend to be
not exactly sufficient evidence to con- steal our one ewe lamb."
of his own state. Two hours later the
n i ..
fit v
.i . . wui
xnucn m vict. He waited his time.. Finally,
Huwa
utuvuy uut
Then the young man became angry, original hen had populated the country
f.
So wheat, now bringing with everything ready, he sent for for be had received
and was expanding into Canada and
...
every possible en
.
.I. Special Officers Jennings and Foe,
.I
muv own. voan uuiiar
a iDuauci,i win
Mexico. Just before It was time for
couragement
continue to be a drug on the market. and then the raid was made. Frank .... "Madam," he said to ths sstonlshed the professor to turn In for the Bight
Balok and Elmar Morehouse were ar
It had become necessary to run hen'
A situation like this naturally rem-- ', rested, a 85 gallon still and two bar- woman, who expected and hoped he roosts out over the
rivers snd lakes. At
would go down on his knees to beg for
edies itself eventually. Farmers, after rels of mash taken, Balok and Mere- he went out and killed the
this
honor
point
an
the
of
fam
to
alliance
with
house-an- d
were
still
the
the
brought
to
losing on env cron for two or thrtm the county
jail. The trial was before ily, "If I cannot have the family lamb, hen. Be hadnt the heart, be said,
the
crowd
and
that
like
a
start
of
less
and
thing
will
Schauer
sometimes
me
John
excuse
from continuing
Tears, plant
Monday morning you
Judge
it;
race out of North American-Manch- ester
Nature steps in with bad weather or and Balok and Morehouse were lined this interview with the
family mut- human
90
cutso
and
in
Guardian.
each $200 and costs, with
blight
days
brings up prices by
ton." London
ting down production. But H does jail, the jail sentence being suspendseem as if, with all the agricultural ed during good behavior.
'
Where Old Crows Go.
Gentle Hesrts.
The
Crows are devoted parents.
Great minds male and female-ha- ve
over the nest
mounts
guard
community
hearts.
Isaak Walton
gentle
handled a frog as If he loved until the young are ready for flight.
After the young birds have left the
him, powper would not unnecessarnests the different communities or
.
a
worm.
hurt
Lincoln
his
ily
upset
pictribes domiciled In the same region
White House cabinet to rescue a mothassemble with every evidence of syser pig from a mire. Webster neglect
Their meetings
ed tlie Supreme court to replace a tematic organisation.
and the
dawn
the
before
held
are
.
robin
fallen
that had
from its
baby
where
deserted
la
a
spot
place
'
meeting
nest.
Wslton, the father of fish
ers and fishing, angled for the habits perfect secrecy can be observed. Durof fishes more than for their hides. ing the session many distinctly different cries are heard and in them naturThe capture of a fish was Inslgnlfl-csntlrudiIncidents to the main notion alist have professed to ses the
of his hours abroad his divine , love ments of a language. Chatham, Out.,
great crow wintering place for
of the waters, the fields, the meadows, la
in that warmest corner in eastern
the skies, the trees and Qod's beautiful things that Inhabit these. TIs the Canada the crows stay, who hesitate
soul we seek to replenish, not the to take the long trip across Lake Brie
Among
creel. From 'The Persistent Angler southwards for the winter.
them, are many old . ones who die
Brook
snd
Trout."
GREATEST
WORLD'S
THE
"LORNA DOONE"
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A GREAT INJUSTICE TO THE STATE
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(ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL EDITORIAL)
DISGRACEFUL COME-OF- F
During the past few days news
paper, not only in the state, but in
neighboring states, have abounded
with misstatements regarding condi
tions in New Mexico, with particular
reference to the alleged corruption
of our courts through political domination. This in spite of the fact that
in a trial now pending, every possible
effort has been made to establish a
basis for the charges and the greatest
possible latitude has been given to
the defense to prove them.
The opinion of one man, obsessed
with an insatiable ambition for pow
er, vower not for good, but to use as
a weapon over the heads of his politi
cal enemies, should not, and uouDtiess
will not, be permitted to destroy the
confidence of a people in these institutions.
Political wrongs there unquestion
ably are and so long as human nature
survives they will continue to exist
m one xorm or anotner. am mese
wrongs are by no means peculiar to
New Mexico. The terms "boss-ridde- n
courts"
conventions" and "boss-ridde- n
were frequently heard and used by rereformers in
formers and would-b- e
every state, city and county in the
Union long before New Mexico join- -

High Turkish Dignitaries.
In Turkey, the supreme head of the
uleinas or interpreters of the Koran,
and the officer next In Importance and
dignity to the grand vlaler, was the
grund mufti. He was the chief spiritual authority, and in that capacity
there.
called
(lord of the
faith). The grand mufti was chosen
Just Dont Use Brains.
by the Sultan, who presented him
Perhaps Keith, the British anthro- with s vest of rich sables and granted
pologist, Is right He asserted the oth- him a salary of about 128 a day. He
er day that people use only a small alone had the honor, of kissing the
fraction of their brain capacity. If you sultan's left shoulder, snd enjoyed the
witnessed the feats of memory and ob special prerogative of girding him
servation performed by the bank clerks with the sword on his ascension to the
who pass on your checks to decide If throne.
the signature Is really yours, you
No Other Way Out
would agree that the human mind has
A banker many of whose clients had
marvelous capabilities that are not
suffered from ths deflation put peat
brought Into action ordinarily.
in a certain tale as a clinchSignature clerks In banks are not reliance
Their ing argument to crippled firms. It was
mental giants or marvels.
his son
brains are no better developed than about a man who wasantelling
It
about
a
bedtime
alligator.
story
yours. But through practice and train
was creeping up behind a turtle, with
ing, they acquire the power to do
Its mouth wide open. Finally it was
things that seem impossible, things within reach, but Just as its great
you would say you could never do.
were snapping shut, the turtle
Yet you might be able to duplicate Jaws
a
ran up a tree, and estheir feats If yon only trained your made spring,
eald the boy.
father,"
"Why,
caped.
and
concentrated your at "how could a turtle climb a tree?"
observation
tentlon as they have done.
"By gosh," replied the father, "he
had to."
Strsnge Experience.
Proved Unworthy of Love.
I was in a big city for the first time
He was nine and I was gx. H
and alone. It was a dreary, rainy
day. The streets wese slippery and alwnys escorted ine to school, for hf
it was cold. I was cold and hungry said I was his girl und he whs gulni
and had to find a hotel to pass the to take cure of me. Oi e day wt
to
flow
night. I bad not gone far when 1 stopped by the remteJde on pick
to step
a bumble
slipped and fell, dropping my suit- ers and happened
The angry bees durteci
case and losing my hat. A man came bee's nest.
me and I ran toward m,
along, helped me up, and after asking straight for
where I wanted to go offered to escort protector, crying, "Throw your coat
me to a nearby hotel. I gladly ac- over my head quick I" My love for
him died when be angrily screamed
cepted. His voice sounded strangely
your
familiar, although I could not place back, "Get away from me, with
bees," snd ran off, leaving me to my
It When we arrived at the hotel, 1 fate."
v
Chicago Journal.
turned to thank my new friend, and
la the light recognised my long-loIt is a long Lovers' Lena that has'
brother whom, I had not seen for
no turning.
'
years. Chicago Journal
;

shelk-el-isla-

ROMANCE

PRODUCTION alive with the romance,
beauty, ftirill that have made Lorna Doone a classic.
Maurice Tourneur, poet of the screen, produced it with
such players as Madge Bellamy, John Bowers and
Frank Keenan. Truly, the year will see few pictures
as great.
f
SCREEN

a disBeautiful covtinctive achievement in
er as shown above, autographed by Madge Bellamy
who portrays Lorna Doone, illustrated in color by Harold Brett and with many duotone scenes from the
photoplay. A worthy presentation of a great story.
BUY THE BRADLEY PHOTOPLAY EDITION
book-creatio- n.

The World's Sweetest Love Story Brought
To The Sreen With All Its Unforgetable
Drama, In All Its Gorgeous Investiture

Hsd Its Use.
Bluebelle had just been Introduced to
a newcomer in the rosebud garden of
girls and, as girls will, started in to lav

press herf " .;'"'- "We have a big town house."

"How nice," ssld the newcomer.
"We winter in Florida," went on the
other. .:.'.;
"Yes."
"And we summer In Maine,"
"Then," asked the stranger, "what is
the use of that big town house?"
"Oh, we have to have some place to
keep away from."
;

'

"

Not What She Expected.
Woman Candidate (to heckler who
had been pestering her for a plain yes
If I
or no to his various questions)
ask you a question will you answer
"Yes" or"No".T
Heckler With pleasure.
n
Candidate
(employing
device) Have you stopped beating
your wife?
Heckler No I beat her this morn'"-ing.
"
Candidate Whatt
"
Yes
three up and two te
Heckler
;
play. London Punch.
'

-

KEX

HEAT

'

Received by 8ohool Teachers,
Willie for going
home at recess. He got a pain in the
boy's basement snd couldn't get up

"Please excuse

Tuscday, Tednscday
July 24 cud 25

the stairs." '
"Please excuse Mary for being
Jumpy. She Just got better of St.
'

Fldo's dance." '.?;..
"Miss Q. James dident have any
doctor he only bad measles in 2 days
be wsa alright he made a mistake
and said be bad a doctor." Bygeis.

ed the sisterhood of states. More than a hundred years ago

an

aggrieved statesman wrote:
"The judges of the Supreme Court
must fall. Our affairs approach an
important crisis."
And John Randolph, one of the
foremost statesmen of his time, said:
"We shall bring forth such a specimen of judicial tyranny, as, I trust
in God, will never be sgain exhibited
in our country."
Indeed, so much of a political target did the judiciary become at that
time that one judge wrote: "To be
safe in these times good men must
not only resign their offices but must
resign their good names."
The root of the evils that do exist-an- d
they are by no means as flagrant
as the
demagogue would
lead us to believe are not to be
found in our institutions, but in the
apathy and lethargy of a free and
prosperous people, who are too busy
promoting their personal welfare to
dabble in politics.
EVILS EXIST EVERYWHERE
Evils exist, in some measure,
everywhere throughout the world.
They are to be found wherever human nature is found. And human nature alone, rising above selfish interests and selfish purpose, can correct
them. But the way of correction is
not destruction.
New Mexico has' its faults. But
they are no greater and probably no
less than those to be found in other
states. Its institutionse are as well
and probably no better managed than
those of other states are. Our legislature is representative of the peo- )le. Our laws are on a par with the
aws of other states and patterned
after them. Our courts are administered by judges elected by the people
and it cannot be truthfully said that,
on the whole, the administration of
self-seeki-

jUDtlvc as u vb

ion

eaiiu suvvaaavtiw

viu

judiciary is composed of men of high
standards and from any viewpoint
they compare favorably with the
judges of other states.
A great injustice has been done and
incalculable harm, not only to New
Mexico, but to the public officials
whose reputations have been brought
under a cloud.
WILL SURVIVE SHAME
New Mexico will survive when air
the men of the present generation
have passed away. New Mexico was
peopled and governed long before
they came. Any man who says hat.
New Mexico is the worst governed
state in the Union slanders the state
and its people and such a one does
not deserve to be a citizen within its.
borders, much less a leader, even
though self appointed.
,
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K. K. K.: Every time the McKinley county K. K. K.
bunch get ready for "action" something comes to their reEditor and Assistant Manager. lief. A threat was made "to march at the head of the K. K. K
Business Manager and Assistant Editn into San Miguel county and mop up." This threat will now be
Superintendent Mechanical Department postponed, for the time, at least

UEMBER OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
-CZOSGE A. BYUS,
-II. CARTER,
CLIFFORD M. CARTER,

.

A.

-
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CEREMONIAL

I

SADDLED: The radical element of the New Mexico
Democratic party have at last saddled the Governor, and with
socialists, anarchists, 1, W. w s., bootleggers and K. K, K b.,
Ceremonial is in a the
The Galluo Dlan of an Inter-Tnbwill
proceed to ride the ring for the grand stand.
diss of its own nothing else like it. Therefore, our plan of
an ALL Indian fair and exposition does not, because it can
WHAT NEXT : May we now expect San Miguel county
not, conflict nor interfere with any other Indian exposition
to
from the rest of New Mexico counties in order that
secede
which mav be staired in the United States.
.
the
of Sec. may be preserved?
assets.
This
Kingdom
our
fact
of
one
make
Indiana
Our
greatest
up
.
alone should merit the hearty support of our people. The idea
will continue to develop
is a bis
SAVED: The "Freedom of the Democratic Press has
. one, and
.. if properly supported
- SA..
eacn
wnn
ana become Digger anaI Ll
been Saved" and the Executive wasn't arrested by the soeed
annual, show.
Digger
Only one show has been staged, that of last year, and al cop for his hasty act of lenient clemency.
ready many neonle of the East have signified their intention
of taking in our second annual Ceremonial. One or two Cere
FREE TRADE: The Democratic party has ever been in
monials and local people will not be called upon to contribute favor of free trade. The
Republican party has ever been op
one dollar it will become more than
to
free
trade,
posed
is
to support
The
thing to do with this year's -Ceremonial
.
1
V
a.
wren A.
mis years eremoiuai
It Wltn our mignc ana mam.
AND AGAIN: The Pen is Mightier than the Sword."
staged successfully, each succeeding Ceremonial will finance either for the New Mexico Democratic Press, or by Executive
itself.
clemency.
INTER-TRIBA- L

.
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1
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HOLEPROOF
HOSIERY
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"HOUNDING

1

TTT5A.1-

HARDING

BEANS: Daily rains and warm sunshine insure a great
harvest of beans let it rain, and sunshine will do the rest.

last week's Gallup Herald, under the caption of "Hounding Harding," excited the ire of the socialists,
or radical Democrats, one of whom said: "The Herald knows
that every speech that Harding delivers was written by Wall
An editorial in

Street."
Socialists and radical Democrats don't believe any such
thing. The thing that stung them in our editorial was the
statement that the Republican policy of a protective tariff is
the reason why the laboring classes of America are receiving
higher and better wages than are the laboring classes of Eur
ope receiving, and that if the Democratic policy of free trade
was ever established in America, laboring classes ot this coun
a
u.. 17
u
iu same wngra aa ictuvcuJ uy uuiujjcbu
Uy WUllU receive iv.
countries mmo uiv mv"S
omug.
Another stinger: Was our statement that the great per- centage 01 the laboring classes 01 tms country vote tne uemo
cratic ticket.
On these statements and declarations we stand pat. Take
your medicine.
1

"AND IT CAME TO PASS"
It will be remembered that the radical element of the New

SEEMED

MILDER EPITHET

KMIY KIXOS OF BIRDS' KESTS

mall Boy's Humorous Idea of Toning
Down the Inormity of Hla

Vary aa Greatly as Do the
Feathered Creatures Who Raise
Families Therein. ;

The Youngest Teacher in a certain
Brooklyn school felt that a crisis had
arisen, when little Bobby, aged six,
called little Mary, ared live.
"dumbbell"
alled her the Impolite
flam A" hafnM nUnAaMu
oiuicwki BUU roiuaeuJ 10
aDOlodze.
uttle Mary, belna a brlsht child.
naturally resented the emthet. and
the rest of the class took sides. Feel
ing ran high, and discipline went by
tne board.
In vain the Youngest Teacher tried
to Impress on Bobby the enormity of
his offense. He refused to see that' he
had done anything very terrible.
"Very well, Bobby," she said finally,
"I am going to send you to the principal, and yon can tell him what yon
have called Mary."
This was more serious. Bobby wss
clearly awed. However, having taken a stand, he refused to glvo In, and
to the principal's office he went Some
time later he came back, chastened In
Mrit, and apologised to Mary.
1 told Mm that 1 had called
Mary
a siod," he confessed to the teacher
after the apology. "I was afraid to
tell him I had, called her a dumb.
bell."
Amy tlie Youngest Teacher, wise
In the ways of children, realised
that
ooooy naa chosen fom his limited
vocabulary a word which he consld- ered a shade more refined than the
one ne had
actually used.

The average time taken by a bird to
build Its nest Is about a week; but if
the Orst one be destroyed a second
home may be built In a day, says the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. A few birds
afflicted with chronic laslness do no
more than repair an old nest of last
year. Immediately after the nest has
been built egg laying begins, usually
at the rate of one a day laid about the
same time. Eggs laid In dark holes,
like those of the woodpeckers and
kingfishers, are always white, so that
they can be seen by the bird entering
the nest. Eggs, however, are all colors. Often, contrary to popular opinion, the coloring la not at all protective. The number of eggs laid Increases with the amount of danger to
which they are exposed.
Sea birds
nesting on the inacesslble cliffs lay
only one egg, waterfowl ten to twenty.
The usual number is three to Ave. Incubation usually begins with the laying
of the first egg. Owls, however, begin when the last egg haa been laid.
Robins eggs require fourteen days' in
cubation, ducks twenty-sevegeese
thirty-five- .
In aU cases during this
period the eggs have to be constantly
turned and moistened. Usually Incubatton'la the work of the female alone,
but the male sparrow Is peculiar In
that be sinks bis dignity and does
his share.
.

A

Offense.

u....

I

party was sorely disappointed at the nomination of Jim Hinkle by the Democratic convention. That
sore spot has continued to itch ever since. Every opportunity
has been taken advantage of to force the Hinkle administration
to recognize the radicals, and the stnfe was waxing hot, from
first one angle, then another. Finally, the radical leader, fail
ing to get any recognition by the Conservative Governor, libel- ed his way into court, into the penitentiary and into jail. This
found the last feather on the camel's back. To allow the judg
ment of the court to stand and without Executive clemency
would have divided the Conservatives to the right and the Radi
cals to the left, while bitter waters of a gulf would have rolled
between two factions of the New Mexico Democratic party
Radicals on one bank, the Conservatives on" the other.
The flood gates of rantakous radicalism was about to open
upon the Conservative Governor "something had to be done
BELIEVE IN THE "EVIL EYE"
and done quickly."
An aDDeal to the Sunreme Court of New Mexico, and 00s
One of the Most Anelsnt of Superetl
sibly to the Supreme Court of the United States could not be VINEGAR MAKERS LIVE LONQ
tlons Mentioned by 8t. Psul,
men
considered one
iurtner. Kaaicausm saia: "jnow, or never r
In Qalatlans.
,
Radicalism lost in the Democratic convention, but radi surely Seems to Bs 8ome Connection
Between Thst Particular Occucalism won the Executive pen and wrote its own pardon.
The "Evil Eye" Is a mysterious
pation and Longevity.
Executive
Fool
the
power attributed to certain persons
and
his
Thus, by
act,
Opportunity
who are
able to injure others,
should not be separated.
Is there any connection betwaAn or even thereby
to cause their death, by simply
Mexico Democratic

good-looki- ng

gives exceptional service

LEBECK & WYUE
THE MEN'S SHOP
;

210 Cokl Avenue

CO'vIf.IlSSIOt'iER

MGERIIAIJ'S REFOUT

OF TOADLENA CONFERENCE
CARRYING

OUT MR. FALL'S IDEA

COUNCIL JULY 7
ADMIRES NAVAJO TRIBE
After the council held at Tnnd.
own experience with the Na"My
lena on July 7. Commissioner Hap.
bert J. Hagerman made the follow- vajos has been remarkably gratifying. I like them tremendously. They
ing report:
.
are mere
like the rest of us, and
"I have Just come in from TnaA. they like men,
shooting straight, without
lena, in the heart of the Navajo frills. I believe buncomhe
mnA nh
country, where I have been for some amuze them enormously,
though some
weeks. The Navajos held their triand
bal council there on July 7, and it people don't seem tomisguided white
realize
was in every way a success.
There have a well develooed senna nfThey
hi,.
was not one absentee out of twelve mor.
They like firmness and decision
delegates and twelve alternates. in those they deal with, or who are
Some of them rode horseback nearly
put over themj but they resent
200 miles overland to attend.
and deception in any form, and
"For the first time in their his- they remember
it, too. Why shouldn't
tory this great race of Indians has they?" ,
,.: i
, .
,
a central representative
council.
said Mr. Hagerman, In re-f"Yes,"
for
whole
the
tribe,
speaking
thrnuirh
which tha Trillion Aanav- - ply to a question, "I realize that the
.f
ment and the Indian office can of.!?aPe".are..fu"
' "nM . 01 ""ngs-g- ood
ficially deal with the Navajo
incei
as a whole. To bring this about was'S"iJ)al?mce
"4 MW """an ox- Secretary Fall's and Commissioner
.
Burke's idea, and they did it with iS.rz.VxlKa' "nceje; some of
sanction of the president. See-- 1
the
P"namaic!-.- . 1 ?ow
vinegar-makin- g
w
and longevity?
w
"""an aepart- f
looking at them. This . ancient and retary ' Weeks has carried out the ment.
and the Indian office are doing
DEMOCRATIC
yu want to live to a 'ripe old widespread superstition was at one idea, which has had hearty support.
age be a vinegar maker," said one
everything humanly possible to sift
time sanctioned by the classical auCHEE DODGE ELECTED
out the wheat from the chaff in all
member of a vinegar
manufacturing thors, the fathers of the church, and
The Literary Digest devoted its July 21 issue to lining up Arm. The abnormal
"Now it
be that the oil pos this talk, to find out what's what and
lomtevitv
who. The public doesn't realize
Democratic presidential candidates. With McAdoo in the lead, employees of other Arms whichat th e the physicians of the Middle ages; and sibilities in may
the San Juan area was who's
Is still believed in by many nations
the moving cause for bringing about how much of a iob this is or how
vinegars, sauces, and condiments within the
Henry ford follows a close second, but Oscar Underwood ap
range of Christendom. The this action at this time, but if it much patience and time it takes.,
pears to be the best bet. Should Underwood be nominated it confirms the statement In a ' rumurir. belief It widely spread among the Ital- was
it cannot be said that the need
PROBLEMS ARB COMPLEX
able
manner.
would mean that a compromise candidate and a compromise
and Spaniards at the present day, of such a tribal council of organizasome instances the workman mi. ians
In
does anyone realize until he
"Nor
be
out
would
selected
Democrats.
and carried
aa well aa among the Turks, Chinese tion has not long been felt It has
by the
campaign
In the distilling of vinegar have
Underwood was opposed to National Prohibition, but stands Wed
been felt, and 'was advocated is in the work himself how complex
and
The
ancient
reeks
0
long
Japanese.
oem in tne service of their respeca problem and what a tremendously
called It
and the Romans, by some of the principal Navajos difficult
for law enforcement, and is. still considered as "moist." Un tive flrms
for between 80 and 70 years. Fasclnum. Bask tola,
job Commissioner Burke or
Chee
themselves,
Dodge,
notably
VlrgU, In the Third Beiogue,
derwood would eliminate Al Smith, but receive the support of
Indian commissioner has.
other
"The average age of the heads of
any
elected
was
who,
quite properly,
speaks of an "evil eye" that has be- he worked 26 hours a dav and eieht
If
"wet" Democrats, and being a native of the South would carry departments here Is seventy
council
com
of
for
the
chairman
the
said witched the tender lambs; and St
tne south, as well as all Democratic states, and, so it is claimed, an employer. "To have three or four Paul,
four years. Chee Dodge is a man days a week any man in that office
in
3:1, makes use of ing
could not be through. There is no
of ability, reserve and intelligence; officer
, pull
a heavy "wet" vote from ""wet" Republicans. If Under generations of a family at work in th. the Idea Ghtlatlans
to denote the a
of the government who is
leader among his people,
strong
wood should receive the nomination it would force the two vinegar distillery at the same Hm. i. spiritual metaphorically
to such continuous fire from so
perversion of the GalaUans who has now the greatest opportun
common."
quite
'
as follows:
the Prohibition Question
many different directions as he. One
great political parties to
ity for good that any Navajo has must
at a blrthdav
be within the breastworks, as I
And if this should happen, the people of the United States had In Recently,
returned
had
foolish
since
from
tribe
"0
beever
hath
the
who
Oalattans,
connection with the firm, the com
am now, to realize this."
I
in
1868.
Sumner
at
witched
Fort
not
should
as
that
well
it.
settle
captivity
the Prohibition Question and be done with
yon,
obey
blned ages of four of the
ye
"
just
"How about the oil?" Governor
tne' truth, befons wboss eyes Jesus have no doubt that he will make good
As it appears to our way of thinking, and to forever kill totaled 335 years. The oldestguesu
was asked.
w.
Hagerman
for
best
inter
the
this
Christ
opportunity
hath
cruciset
'forth,
evidently
off the bootleg evil, the Government of the United States could nearly ninety and the youngest near"We actualy know nothing about
ests of his people. There is every
nea
News.
.
Detroit
among
your
take over the whole liquor question by establishing govern ly seventy. London
evidence that he will. It is not cor it," he replied. "Nothing has yet been
rect to say. aa was reported by cer proven; nothing at all, except that
ment manufacturing institutions and the sale and dispensing
news dispatches, that there was there is a small pool at the apex of
he
Didnt
Know.
tain
of all liquors make and sell liquors just as the government
Striving and Failing.
bitter
a
Ha
was
fight for the chairmanship one dome. To list the General Ship-roc- k
a
and
Life
fragile
dldnt
youth,
is not designed to minister to a
makes and sells postage stamps thus insuring purity and elim- of the Toadlena council There was
area on the few known domes.
dance all the dances.
i-4.
mans
-- 1
t
o
i
:i
He
ii.
vanity.
his
goes
upon
lona
snirited. dignified, legitimate con as the government will, in my opinmaking me evuo ui me uiuj saioun system, oucn a pian wouiaj uusiueas most or the time with a
"Let's sit it oat," he said to hla
meet with public and popular favor. The revenue to be de
test, and when it was over, his oppon ion and to have it tested, will cost aphanging head and all the time like a pretty partner.
ent an old chief from tne Ban juan proximately half a million dollars.
rived from such a plan and system would add enormously to blind
aha
"Wherer
child. Full of rewards and pleas
asked
district and a fine old man, told us That is a lot of monev. but I hone
our Federal revenue would nav off our war debt in a very ures as it is so that
"On the stairs."
to see the day
he was perfectly satisfied with the now it 'will be forthcoming within a
short time abolish the abominable income tax collections
So they went np a little way and result They are modest winners and Short time from thoan who pan nro-break, or the moon rise, or to meet a
curtail countless and costly Federal enforcement officers. This, friend, or to hear the dinner call when sat down. perly make these testa, and will
game losers, these Navajos.
do it."
he Is hungry, fills him with surprising
we say, is tne logical way out of a damnable muddle.
"Why, what's the matter, Mr. Stack-pol- e
PROSPECTING ASSURED
OIL
Joys this world Is yet for him no
cried the girl. For the young
'0
"They are all now, with, for, and
abiding city. Friendship falls through, man had risen hastily and was gaspLand
DR. WAGNER RESIGNED
health falls, weariness assails him ; ing for breath. He could not reply. behind the government, ana nave
year after year he must thumb the His face was livid, and with one shak- freely and generously granted to the
the power to negvarying record of his own weak- ing hand he clawed feebly at the tall Indian departmentthese oil
Dr. J. H. Wagner has finally resigned as head of the Las hardly
leases.
It
for them
otiate
ness
la
and
a
hla
It
of
folly.
coat
friendly Drocess
SANTA FE. 3m,
is the first time that such a thing
"Vegas Normal. Frank Carroon has been elected to succeed of detachment.
When the time comes
"What kind of an attack la UT ahe has ever been done by the Navajos, the Commissioner
Dr. Wagner. The Board of Regents, in accepting the resigna- that he should go,
of Public Lands of
there need be
..!,"'.
gasped.
or bv any eroun of them. I regard
,
State of New Mexico granted A.
tion of Dr. Wagner, stated that there were "no grounds what- Uluslens left about himself. "Here few
lies
this question hla voice returns
it as a very remarkable thing for L. Zinn, of Tucumcari, three oil and
soever upon which to prefer charges against you." Thus it one who meant well, tried a little. At
"What difference does that maker them to do. The Indian .department gas leases covering an aggregate of
Mexfailed
much" surely that may be' his be
will be seen that the flannel mouthed bolsheviks of New
growled. Than, without a word of and the Indian office are fully alive una aunurea mousand acres of land
ico succeeded in carrying- - out their plot of, conspiracy "to get epitaph, of which he need not be apology, he dashed up the stairs and to the significance of this action, of at an annual rental of one cent an
and will not fail to act acre. The lease is said to require that
Dr. Wagner." Dr. Wagner resigned from the Normal so that ashamed. Robert Louis Stevenson.1 flung himself Into the men's cloak- the Navajos, It
is now up to the gov- drilling be started within one vear.f' v
accordingly..
"
room.
.
and
,,
with
....
future
interfere
the
would
present
progress
nothing
ernment to find out promptly wheth but it is also said that there is no pro-- 7
The
old
How
waa
is
to
al
ahe
know it was an er or not there is oil there, and if vision as
porch swing
safer,
of that institution.
;
to how deep
though it may not be as exciting as ordinary carpet tack that the man there is to get royalties cominS in for must go to hold the land, so it is prewho canvaaed the stairs had care- the tribe, and this we propose to do. sumed that a few feat or a few hun- '
CONSOLATION: Anyway, New Mexico hasn't as yet joy-ridiin an automobUe-Can- ton
want and died tiA iCl U kZZZz to hold all
lessly left standing on its headl
liat la what ti
been placed in the same column with Florida.
Newa.
should have, if the oil is there.
of the land for a period of five years.
,
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3.05
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4.35
8.70
10.60
13.75
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home has.
Home to each means something different. Strange are the memories
which different people link inseparably to the word "home."
To one it is a certain room, to another a garden. It may be a chair, a
car, or a dog.
There used to be an old yellow cat

One morning he didn't
howl as usual to be let in. Whistling
inbrought no answering meow;
quiries, no trace of him. We guessed
he must be done for, though we hated
to think so.
Three days passed. His dish was
no longer on the newspaper in the
kitchen. Probably none of us felt
particularly bad, or at least we didn t
let it show. But it did seem strange
not to have to shoo the cat out of
the chairs or scold him for sharpening
his claws on tne taoie peaesunn

in our home.
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just a little different, that

CUSTOM DUTIES LARGEST D( HISTORY
DUE TO REPUBLICAN TARIFF
WORKABLE

UNDER NEW BUDGET SYSTEM

BUDGET AND TARIFF
WASHINGTON,
July 14. NotAmerican
.the
budget
withstanding
system is only two years old while
that of Great Britain is over 200,
'

it can

be

truthfully asserted that the

American system, is the best in the
world. Of course the United states

had the advantage of studying the
provisions and the practical working
of the British budget system when
our own was framed. The British
system has been the growth of manj years of experience ana nas oeen lmfrom time to time, but Stil
has some defects which even its sup
porters recognize.
That the American ssytem is high-l- v
mffaMva has haen demonstrated by
results. Not only have, our finances
been balanced bjr maing expenditures come within the income, but
the executive departments have been
so accurate in their estimates, and
between tne executhe
tive branch and the legislative branch
has been so harmanious that the
less than
two per cent of the estimates of the
budget Dureau. inis is a remarnuij
close approach to the estimates when

it is remembered that the total .was
more than three billion dollars and
there is no limitation whatever, upon
the right of congress to make any
changes it may deem best. The appropriations were slightly under the
estimates submitted by the Director
of the Budget
POWER OF PRESIDENT
There are two important respects
In mhlph tha Amerirnn avntem is BUD- tn thaf nf tha RriHah. Ona of
these is the power which the presi
dent nas, Dy Virtue u nis conautuviun-a- l
authority and authority given him
by act of congress, over the
of the work of the several deOne
partments of the government
official of the budget bureau is
known as the Chief Coordinator. Under the leadership of this officer, representatives of the 43 bureaus and
boards and commissions conducting
government business meet for conference regarding government business in which they have a common interest. At such conferences plans
are made for elimination of duplication, removal of competitive bidding
for supplies, interchange of unused
supplies, etc., with the result of sav-

is very old. We feel the strength of
ancient wisdom in the almost appalling depth of thought expressed in
their proverbs, in the fatalistic acceptance in their customs of that which
is, because it is.
Recently there came to our attention a litle story in regard to the origin of this traditional Chinese honesty.
A certain venerable Japanese statesman was questioned upon the subject:
"
"It's simple, you know,-- he replied.
"It is very simple.
"The Chinese have no government
They are an old people, very, very old,
and they have relics of the past. They
have the forms of government, but
the substance is rotted away. The corruption of which you see the beginnings in our younger governments has
wormed away the ancient government
of China. The officials are corrupt,
the ruling class, the judges, too. :
"ThnrA are no courts in China: not
in your sense, not in our sense. No
one in China would think of going to
. jUUV
hiAiro tnr iiiafica
Kvprvone knows
iw. j
that the highest bidder wins the ver
dict. A contract is tnereiore no use.
No written contract has been of effect in China for . centuries, for so
long that you see, do you not?
"No? Well, but you see, don't you,
that business had to go on? Men
must trade. Agreements have to be
made and met. The Chinese had to
find some way to exchange goods now
and in the future, to promise and deliver. Therefore, since there was no
government, no fair umpire, to pass
upon and enforce agreements, since
there were no courts to trust, the
Chinese had to trust one another. So
they did. But this meant that they
had to become trustworthy. So they
did. They developed a virtue honesty to meet the case.. With no force
J. K. Kruser, New York sculptor, supervising tue erection of lus staiue of
to back a promise, they had to have
The
Alexander Hamilton on the south steps of the treasury nt Washington
honor."
IV Jm tha truth that leads ta imtue, which Is of bronze, represents the first secretary of the treasury as
unhappineas more than any other standing hat in hand gaslng across the Mall toward the Washington monument
It waa unveiled on the afternoon or nay n witn appropriate rereiiiomea
thing
in

...

Then the next morning he showed
up" is the correct
up. "Showed
phrase, as he did just barely show up
through the dirt. He had been in a
tough war, no doubt of that. But
nntaiHa nt nemtnhftH and a chewed lee.
he seemed well enough.
After he had eaten and lapped his
fill, he hopped, dirt and all, into a
narfanrtv ennd cushioned chair. And
we just had to let him stay, dirt and
all. Because wny f wen, just oecause
we were glad to see him. We sort of
realized what the Prodigal Son's
father felt when he said, "My son is
home again." Besides that, nothing
else mattered much.
' in mnlrinir haoDv families, there is
no greater influence than the sense
in your ow-of home owenrsnip.
house, kids can romp and play to their
ttsai-fa- '
onrtemt. Thr can be no com
plaints from the family downstairs if
lesyour children are starting music
sons, no landlord to be catered to.
And fhapA am mnnv W&VB in which
it is possible for you to own your own
home. Certain companies enuDie you
to purchase a house with just your,
Then there
villa
nnvmAttta.
is the mortgage loan method, fre
quently used, whicn enanies you to
live in the new home before paying
all of its cost. Or else there is the
savings method, which consists in
simply building up the home account
by regular bank"" deposits.
u ia luttfar tft annreciate thinffs we
cannot have than to have things we
cannot appreciate.
If a captain of world commerce who
transacted business with individauls
of every leading country were to be
found to be the
asked what people-h- e
most consistently honest, he would
very probably answer: "The Chinese."
And why 7 we au Know tnac unina

'The

J
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HOLE

Home was
was all.
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CHIEF INSPECTS PRIZE VET POSTER "HEY BUDDIE"
with Colonel C. A. Penniagtos
Brigadier Goneral Frank T. Hlnes, Director of the United States Veterans' Bureau
w
ennuea
nu
a
Division
of the Insurance
poster
ney ouuaie,
inspecting
w yiuwuk
world war who won the nation wiae poster contest xeatunng tne ejovernmeni,
C. A. Pennington; sitting, Brig. Gen. Frank T. Hines.
man with Insurance. Standing-Colo- nel

mainlargest tire manufacturer, who must
tain the established reputation of these remarkable cords.
Mere are the biggest tire and tube value
ever offered by anyone. Come in today.
exBuy your tires now before our stock is
hausted. Purchat from a regular tire dealbehind
er, located near you. We stand
these tiree and are ready at all times to
give you prompt service.

COUNTY BANK MONTHLY)

Suppose you had been away from
home for several years. Then one
inday you came back. Tonight, forhow
stance, when 'you go home, think
been init would oeem forif you hadn't
side the door
many months.
You. would notice pictures, rugs,
vases, colors that you had forgotten
were there. You would feel like
You would touch
in every chair.
play
the keys of the piano, perhaps
the phonograph. You would want to
peek into every room, to touch this
book or that picture.
Memories would flock to you of
would
days gone by, and about you atmosrise an uplifting, heartening
phere of deep contentment, of home.
It's strange how people cling to the
home things, how they never outgrow
the love of the object or memories
of their homes. Though ceilings may
cracked, furniture shabby, and rugs
worn, our memories are not marred
things. They are of
by these surface
the bright, lovable things that every

7v1

VET BUREAU

OkUWd Cord Tim art raca tested hold,
tag all of tha track record made la tba paat
ttam yaara, '.;.
Oktteld Cord Tim arc rod tested ia
the Wichita, Kansas,. Economy Road Teat,
in the winter of 1080, the official record
showed a set of Oldfleld Cord had traTeled
14,111 miles before the ftrat tire gave way.
And thia la only one of many instances of
unusual highway performance.
Oldfleld Cords are built by one of the

W. M. STAGG, CROWNPOINT, N. M.
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Hamilton Statue at the Treasury
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ing millions of dollars and at w
same time increasing efficiency.
f
Another important feature of superior merit in the American system
is its flexibility. Under the British
ssytem when the tentative draft of
the budget is made up it goes to tha
cabinet for final approval and Is
then laid before the house of commons. The budget is subject to discussion by the minority but if any
made without the)
material change-iconsent of the administration that
change results in a resignation of
the cabinet and the forming of
new cabinet by the group successful
in outvoting the supporters of tha
budget. In its operation, therefore,
the British system means the enactment of the budget practically as
submitted. Under the limitation of
iJahota a Inrff nnrtion of the British
dta- budget is adopted without any
cussron or consideration wnatever m
s

parliament

JUDGMENT OF CONUKHSS
avstem DrOVidO
Tha Amorir-- n
for the exercise of a large measure
of judgment by congress. In fast
when the last budget was under con
sideration congress neany uouoiea
the appropiations recommended for
iboi. am4 harhnr imnrovements ' but
made equally large reductions in
ine Amerother items of expense,
ican system assumes that the judg-b-a
better than
that of the members of the budget
bureau. Even members oi tne dub-gbureau whose judgment waa
et
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Couldn't Miss the
"Moonshine" Bridge
Cvatrnn

nVTAPTA

",
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oil-ric- h,

,
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V

He had a pocket full of money and ha

wanted to Duy anotner sunraiwu
He was asked the how of it all, and
this was his explanation:
"Drove out big car, bought gallon
fAkA drink, steo on Brat,
'
IllVVIiouti'v,
trees and fences go by heap fast,
nretty soon see bridge coming down
nuBo
road, turn out to i
"Car gone. Gimme another one.
Mr. Younghorse was accomodated.
He paid and drove away.
Moral: Gasoline and moonshine
,
will not mix.
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Indian, who recently became
bought a $5,000 automobile yesterday
1
and drove away.
the automobile salesman
Yesterday
.
airain.
kit Vnnno-hnraHe walked
was
afoot
The Indian
..
1
with a limp ana rus iace ana nanujaa
lyiyuo
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His Honor Gets Fined

Jude

commend

hv cnroTeas

flexibility feature of our system. Io.
nas oeen a s.ron-tEngland there
recoznizinff
tha
tnurarda
- '
ULU
W
-;r,kt nf nnrlinmAnt td chanire tha
such
budget estimates withouta vote
changes being considered administra-of
lack of confidence in the
:t """
tion.
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THE SALE THAT WILL MAKE
THIS TOWN DIZZY

AMD inns meu mow.

tSALE

CJ

!

GO POST

O

C

A

l
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REAL SALE

r,
Ladies who have bought their
furnuhiacs etc, at tins store, will readily realize
the values we are of fering. This hig sale will be
no ordinary event, reaching, as it does, from the
top rins of quality to the lowest ring of price.
Resulsr prices on the entire stock have been
stripped to the bene. Never before in the history
of the Style Shop has there been so much enthu-ciacs- a
in regard to the cavinjs offered to the pubvisit to this store during the sale will
One
lic
maize you enthusiastic, too, for absolutely nothing 7ill bs reserved. Everything goes on sale at
prices that will delight and astonish you. -- Don't
Ready-to-Wea-

V

ferect tb epesisj dzts

iillft

rd

Si.75

C&50

S5.C3

S7.C3

iffillp

III!

J

L mm.

10 Days of Fast and Phenominal Selling, Ending Tuesday, July 31st at 9 P. M.

JULY 20 A 9 A. M. SHARP

SXI3TS
off.
our
stock at one-thiskirt
in
entire
Every
Just deduct from the marked price one-thir-d
and the skirt will be wrapped for you. We mention these skirts as bought for this season, and
the STYLE SHOP stands back of each. Priced

l

THE STYLE SHOP

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO;

HANDKERCHIEFS

APRONS

1,000 pair Fine Silk Stockings, tailored, seam
up back, clocks up side and plain. Regular
price $1.75. Choice for only

1800 White Handkerchiefs of Lawn Mercerized Lined, embroidered and plain' corners.
Regular Price 25c Your choice for

Our entire stock of $2.00 Aprons, comprising
over 200 in Ginghams, Percales and
Qftj
other materials. Choice :
A

98 c

13c

Just 50 "Dorothy" House Dresses in fast colors
Ginghams and Percales, Regularly
t1 QQ
priced at $3.50 and $5.00

WE WAMT T1I2 CZNZHAL PUUC TO KNOW THAT THIS SALE IS A REAL HONEST TO GOODNESS SALE.- - WHAT WE, MEAN BY THIS EXPRESSION IS THAT THIS SALE IS OUR REGULAR STOCK AND NO NEW
IIA3 C2EH CDEHED FCH THIS EVENT, JUST OUR REGULAR LINE OF THE VERY BEST MERCHANDISE UKE WE ALWAYS HANDLE. WE DO NOT WANT TO BORE YOU WITH ENDLESS
GIZAP rCIIAr.-D-Z
E2ASCK3 FCrt TIK3 UNUSUAL EVENT, EUT WEfDO WANT YOU TO UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THIS MERCHANDISE IS OF THE VERY BEST "QUALITY ; AMERICA'S BEST STANDARD BRANDS, AND THE LAST
AND LET YOUR EYESl CONVINCE : YOU. ,
LSmJTE C? FAIEOr:3. EVLT1Y AimCLB tA T1H3 STORE HAS BEEN DRASTICALLY CUT. COJ-tE

3

MS-- WMOIUE - STORE W OWE GREAT

ARflAllM- HPMlRAVA-

--THE

vMwL

STOllSM

P

OWE- PUSSES

WEARWIUGHT KID GLOVES

GKlgAT

pMGAM

AND BAGS

LADIES TRIMMED ' HATS

488 (by actual count) wonderful leather Purses and bags,
and Canteen Boxes that sell for $7.00, $8.00 and CO QC
$10.00, for only

Wearwright Kid Gloves, each guar-anteed. Wrist lengths, in French
Eid leather, plain and fancy backs,
black, brown, white and ,
0 "IQ
T
grey.
price $3.25
'

.

TT

;
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SALE
STARTS
FRIDAY

JULY

u

Ml

$

No. 2502 'Armor Plate'
Full-Fashion-

CLOSES
TUESDAY

1

"411

20TII

Women's Cotton Union Suits, good quality, ribbed, built- qqc
up shoulders, bell knees, regular price 86c. Choice
200 "Kayser's" Fine Mercerized Cotton Ribbed Union Suits, bo- - 7Qf
1
dice and built-utight and loose knee. Regular $1.60. Choice
C"I QQ
ISO Merode Mercerized Lisle Union Suits, all styles, finish
-of each suit resembles silk. Price $3.00. Choice
"Kayser" and "Vanity Fair" pure silk vest and bloomers to match.
Colors as orchid, pink turquoise, falme and balk. Regular'
1Q
U.xf
K
price $10.00. Your choice for
1G0 Pure Jersey Silk Teddys in "Vanity Fair". Regular
CQ QC
wu5Ftf
price $8.00. Your choice for

Pure

l

Thread' flk Stockings
Our - popular sellers at
$2.00. All colors. Choice
while they last

DAYS

100 Assorted Dresses and Sport Coats to select from. Think of that .
number. Space prevents us from describing each of these.- - We men--'
tion the. "Sale of Sales" on coats: Remember the STYLE SHOP cannot
afford to lower its standard on quality merchandise, so bear in mind

p,

.

and other new materials in styles with Tunic, Draped Basque Waists and
Paisley. Vela-Ve- la
conservative models. This lot comprises nearly 100 dresses. Prices regularly from $27.50
to $45.00. Sizes and colon for all, including Stouts. Your unrestricted choice
23 95
All sizes.

's

-

49c
12c
29c

.'- -

SnRnPw!SA88men
ChSc

or thia 8ale coniPriM 43 Navy, Serge and Tricotine Suits
goteSuUp
and Three-piec- e
Numbers. Regularly priced at $45.00

$23!95

AH

higher quality garments will be reduced in proportion. We are
Style Creators and carry
only Quality Merchandise. Then bear in mind, when you buy a
garment from the STYLE
SHOP you get Individuality, Quality and Low
You
will never regret a purchase
price.
'
'
'
v
''.'.'.-'..- "

REDUCTIONS

Another Special Lot of Silk Canton and Taffetas and Summery Materials. This S17.95
Lot numbers nearly 45 dresses. Choice.,
All better quality afternoon and street dresses will be marked proportionately lower.
T-mention "The Sale of Sales" on Dresses
ie

''.

.

Come Let Uo Show You
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HONEST

S10.95

-

Pair-Women-

JUST REAL

A gorgeous assortment of beautiful new Spring and Summer Dresses in Taffeta, Canton Crepe

One special lot of sport crepe dresses in lovely styles and colors
Regular Price $22.60, Your Choice

:

$35.00

$25-o- o

$15-0- 0

$10-0- 0

1,000 Pair Pure Thread Silk Stockings, Lisle Top and foot. Positively
$1.75 stockings, in Black. Brown. Biege and Grev Tailored
French Seam up Back and Plain and Clocks. Cboice
Silk and Fibre Silk Stockings, Black and
600.
5Cc
Brown, Regular $1.00. Choice
600 Pair Armor Plate Lisle Stockings in Brown, blaclkand
white. Good Wearers. Regular price 85c. Choice
600 Pair Armor Plate Cotton Stockings, in Brown, black'and
white. Regular price 35c. Choice
500 pair Armor Plate Children's Lisle Stockinglflne qualitjTin
brown, black and white. Choice until all sold

98c

they are quality coats at their respective prices at

.

J,

QJ0

,

JL

i..l

choice for
No. 2530 'Armor Plate'
,

Jjr

CCD

Pure

ed

Thread Silk Stockings.
Strong Lisle Garter Top
and Foot "Miles of
Wear" in every pair.
Colors, black, brown,
navy, biege, navy white
and mode. Reg. price
$3.00. Your
0 tO
semi-fashion- ed

"

n

HOSIERY.
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Your choice of any hat in the ;
house. Lady Waverly, Paige,
Bloosome, and Lady Duff brands
formerly priced to sell for $6 50
to $14.50. To sell for

We bought the entire output of a Chicago manufacturer at
less than the actual cost of manufacture. Hence the low
price of $3.98. You will marvel at these values. They
are wonderful. First come, first served.
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Surfer

Footwear
Givc3 Comfort and Style

Our

,

And

For

us be ter
t
meal
YvhtthM with pick or pn,
Th labor we do li a work worth while
It our heart are clean and our spirits
amIU,
And out of th ruck and rust and stain
W make torn growth and we mark
aom sain.
Author Unknown,
I--

Less Money

Than Anywhere Else

FEEDING

EXAMINE OUR LINES AND DE CONVINCED

THE FAMILY

"pHIS ts tlie dally task of twenty

FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIHING

In America
. million housewives
provide a good meal for the family,
As 90 per cent of our housewives must
use economy, It Is vital that they know
how to spend the money - provided
them, for the best food. Our gro
cers tell us It Is not the wealthy house
wives, as a rule, who buy food, fruit,
vegetables and luxuries out of season,
but those who can least afford It
It la often a lack of knowledge of
food values, and carelessness and In-dMrnranpe tn renrd to exnendlturee:
It should be the aim, and Is, with
a large majority of housekeepers, rich
or poor, to feed the family well, with
little- waste as possible and with
as small a money outlay. Food Is the
big Item In the weekly budget of the
growing family and there Is do one
who can do more than suggest as to
the wise spending of the Income, for
each family has Its own problems
which must be worked out hi the
same manner that a mother manages
her children no two need the same
training or discipline.
Growing boys and men at active
labor need substantial, filling meals.
The boys need as much as grown man,
for they are building their bodies as
well as burning up food In their ac

to

Automobile Curtains and Everything Made of
Leather or Canvass

'

..Best

materials used and work guaranteed. Money
'
refunded if work is not satisfactory
BUY YOUR FOOTWEAR FROM US

PATHS KOE STORE
AND SKO?
-

Arena tad Third. Street

EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR STORE

GALLUP'S

DOVII BJ FL0.HDA
A DEMOCRATIC

V

-

JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor
Cor. Coal

;

STATE

and this last evidently communiThe National Republican, exercisConstitutional right of Tree cated itself to the State, affected. As
its mnA
a Vraa Tramu " instituted a result reform in the treatment of
Oiuuli
pittiless publicity, full and powerful, prisoners has been started. The lash
and some of
as to tne cruelty ana Daroansm aa has been abandoned
practiced by the "bosses" of peniten- those who have been found guilty of
Such pittiless publi- abusing it have been held to account.
tiary convicts.
"An awakened conscience is good.
city brought about investigation, resulting in the indictment and convic- But 'a conscience that does not go to
tion of "one boss" only ONE. And, sleepand consequently needs no
is better.
The people of
all . this in the state of Florida, a
Demicratlc state so much so that it Florida should have needed no special
is considered a crime to allow Repub- investigation to inform them as to
licans to vote in elections in that conditions so notorious as those of
the convict camps must have been. It
state.
v
The Albuquerque Journal noted the is said that familiarity breeds contempt. And apparently it sometimes
Florida situation as follows:
Lbreeds tolerance.
the
of
conviction
"whipping
"The
"Now that Florida is seemingly
boss" of a Florida convict camp on a awake
to its offense and its duty, it
desecond
the
in
of
murder
charge
should
its work of reform to the
carry
close
a grewsome
gree brings to a
that food government demands
chapter in a grewsome record of mod- length
ern barbarism. A Florida jury con- and humanity urges."
o
victed him.
raoaf-That, man nrhn fall dand In
"While punishment of such offendrink that was cold. Balders is to the credit of that state, it is an
to its debit that it permitted the lash timore Sun.
to remain so long an instrument of
torture. The death of Martin Tabert, Medern science can magnify one
which the Florida jury has laid at the voice to sound like a million. And
convicted man's door, focused the out- when the roar of a million is reduced
side public's attention on conditions to the sound of one, we'll be getting
in Florida and aroused its indignation somewhere.
Tacom'a Ledger.
ing

ice-co- ld
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IN 1M YARD DAE3 AT PUZU3
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Showing FRANK HUSSEY, of the Stuyvesant High School finishing In the 100 yard dash a winner and equalling the world's record, thereby become a Joint holder with Charles Paddock af the Track and Field ehaasyios
.
ships of the Public School Athletic League at Brooklyn Athletic Field. The record is :0
8-- 5.

Nature's Wonderful Work,

,

pair of rata will have
ones In a year, and as the

100 young
tivities.
young can
Men who are In offices, or occupied
breed at the age of four months, the
In positions where the brain Is active family. Including children and
would number, If unchecked,
and the body has little exercise, need
g
much less of the
It seems that nature
2,013 In a year.
food. Their food should be of such first invented ways of letting animals
combinations as are easily digested, multiply rapidly and then, becoming
though of course It should be nourish' frightened of bar handiwork, devised
log as well. Pork and beans, ham means for keeping them In check.
and fried eggs, corn beef and cab
But these figures are as nothing when
bage are foods which the laborer or we turn to the lower walks of life.
outdoor worker may eat freely, at Professor Lorande observed one family
such food Is necessary.
of tiny microscopic creatures for fire
Put as much Interest Into the plan years. These minute things multiply
nlng of meals and the serving of them by the simple process of splitting np
as Is put Into a game of bridge or Into two complete living parts, and they
a "m6vle" picture and we will have do it once every sixteen hours. .
made a start toward the millennium.
During the five years the family produced millions of generations. Had all
survived their combined mass would
have been 10,000 times as big as that
HI. WMw Maamaaa
'of the earth.,
A

grarid-chlldre-

n,

energy-producin-

TVTEW feature

that

which' makes
husband is
with another woman
out
whan ha in wattinir ror a street car,
Tnfnitinn

is

Origin oT Welsh Language.
While some Welshmen claim that
the Welsh language was that spoken
Adam and Eve, others more modest
by
Little Kick Arkansas uazette.
only Insist that It was one of the
languages spoken at the Tower
The maniac, behind bar. is a sad original
of Babel, Some cynics admit this, and
sight, but the one behind a steering tell the story of its origin thus:
wheel is even more depressing,
One of the masons at the top of the
Akron Beacon Journal.
tower had plenty of mortar but no
bricks. The tower had reached such
a height that he could not make the
man. below hear him when he called
At last the latter,
for more bricks.
with wlde-apemouth, called up :
"What T" Then the mason, exasperAnother link of steel couples up the
ated, threw down a trowel of mortar
West.
Gov.
The
other day
great
which, lodging In the throat of the
Charles R. Mabey of Utah drove the
man below, resulted In, his speaking
golden spike at Fillmore, Utah, which
Welsh for the first time, and accounts
a
new
of
line
Pacific
Union
the
brings
for the guttural character of the lanto the famous
' :
valley. The
guage.
photograph shows the first train In at
Fillmore.
In overalls, In the foreSecret of Glassware.
ground Is Governor Mabey walking
It la probable that but few persons
from the locomotive, on the pilot of
who admire the Iridescence of ancient
which he rode to the end of the
glassware know that the prismatic hues
solid track, to the golden spike.
displayed are a result of tne decay
of the glass. When disintegration sets
In the substance of the glass splits
Into exceedingly thin laminae, which?
as the sunlight traverses them, give
rlne to a splendid play of colors. As
In the instance of the leaves of a forest, these delicate glasses Signalize
tbelr approaching dissolution by becoming more beautiful.
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SCHOOL TRACK AND FIELD MEET

AJAX CORD, ROAD KING, PARAGON

GALLUP SERVICE STATION
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
DO YOU WANT TO LIVE LOGGER
RULES FOR LOGEVITY

Pah-Va-
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TEES WORLD'S

Valley in Utah Now Has a Railway

Pah-Va- nt
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Hostelry Famous In History.
Near St. Martin's church, Canter
bury, England, Is the Ship Inn. Ac
cording to the London Dally Tele
graph, this establishment Is to be
closed and has been referred by the
Canterbury licensing justices for compensation. The Inn dates back to the
time of Queen Elizabeth, and a lease
iated 1887 was produced In court,
showing .that In those days the house
was let by the corporation to an ai- t
ferman at tne nominal rant or m.
A diplomat is a mother who gets
the lawn mowed by discreet praise
of little Willie's remarkable biceps.
Baltimore Sun.

;

BY PRESIDENT ALBERT M. JOHNSON

-

and 6000 a year live longer. This
probably is due to the fact that mod
erate incomes do not give a person
enough for dissipation but are adequate for comfort and sensible living.
Re- "Be religious in a true way.
ligious people are happier as a rule
and going to church tends to make
them regular in their habits. Do not
drink liquor and do not smoke, if yon
must until you are beyond 21 yean
of age. One of the most emphatio
results of our survey was the evidence that the practices cannot be In
LIST OF DONTS
dulged in temperately by enough peo-p- ie
to give you much of' a chance to
The lone list of "dOn'ts' which Mr.
Johnson said the survey suggested win.
STRETCH YOUR NECK
in order to attain this age contained
a- few
"do's," chief among which was - "Stretch your neck. Short-necke- d
"religion in a true way." Mild exer- people are better subjects of apocise daily and a "straight neck" in plexy. Stretching your neck gives the
blood vessels there less chance to
walking, were others.
"Our statistics show, when compil- clog. Take mild exercise daily, regued and averaged, that to reach five larly, and not intermittently or
score years one should marry early,
not be rich nor poor, should not be a
Over in England a king can do no
professional, college athlete or an actor, should refrain from indoor danc- wrong.
In point of fact, he cant do
ing and never drink intoxicating li anything at all. Asheville Times.
quors," Mr. Johnson said. "Husbands,
we find. live longer than bachelors
If Mount Etna were over here, by
because of their more regular ha- thislime, there'd be a nation-wid- e
bits. Stage people are handicapped movement, with a full complement of
by long and hard hours. Heart strain salaried secretaries and publicity men
is too common in the athlete.
ana everytnmg, to put it under xeo
MODERATE INCOMES
eral controL Columbus Ohio Stats
between
$2000 JournaL
."Persons earning
f
MARRY YOUNG
One who desires to live 100 years
should marry, early, Aref rain from indoor dancing, should . not be a col
lege athlete and be neither rich nor
poor, according to an address made
here by Albert M. Johnson, president
of the National Life Insurance company, before several hundred boy
scouts. Mr. Johnson' said these maxims were reached by his company following statistical computation of results of a survey in longevity under
modern conditions.

i
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Dr.
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M. r.l.

Tq IZzvz Otitis
Dr. H. U. Elllion it building a nsw
office on corner of First and Coal
venue, one block east of his present

5:

and

to hie new
place by September 1. The new office
building is to be modern and complete
as a dental compartment, with five
location,

will move

rooms. There will be a labatory, oper
and stereliiing room, business
room, rest room and
office,, reception
'
ltbrray. This will be Gallup's first
dental building.
home of an
The building is to be stucco finish and
one story., Wilson Brothers have the
contract.

ating

te

and:-''- -

DOROTHY GISH, VIVID
IN "BRIGHT SHAWL"
, DANCER

gasolhie

iou est mvui e wwmwm
avivvu
dance at the Rex Theatre Thursday
nil IMiUv .Tnlv M an1 97 in tha
Richard Barthefmess picture, "The
Brgiht Shawl," that is one of the
most delightful features of this fasof the
romance
days of Span- cinating
.
.
..
i
i
un aonunauon
in iiuoa.
It is a revelation of the versatility
ox uui very lawntea young
who, in a perfumed atmosphere of old
Havana; gives the dancing number
with a meet and charm that capti
vates all who see H.
She is seen in the tremendously
emotions! role of La Clavel, who has
all Havana worshipping at ner xeot.
Aiwl aha firarai in a. molt noisniant
and tragic romance with a young Am
erican (Kicnara eertneimessj wno u
ox
adventuring tn uioa on tne siae the
the patriate conspiring against
Spanish crown.
La Clavel is undoubtedly the most
vital of the many vivid delineations

STOVES
We . Have The Following
Stoves In Stock

.

PERFECTION
DETROIT

mnn

COLEMAN
FLORENCE

Lcsnjumjii
Hardware

Furniture

IMPUDENT BADGER
INVADES CHICKEN

ROOST

Saturday night of the past week
E. Williams was aroused from
aleep by the squall of chickens at his
home near the Twin Buttes in West
Yard draw: He hastily dressed, seised his gun and made for the scene of
the distrubance. He entered the enclosure where the chickens were kept.
The dogs which had not until now
been aroused followed' and instantly
bea-aan attack, but as it was quite
dark the thing could not be seen and
it was not safe to fire as a dog or a
chicken intent be killed. The fight
proceeded with considerable fury until by a combined attack the thing
which proved o De a real oaager was
killed. It was a real badger-do- g
fltrht. not the kind that used to be
Staged for the delectation of the initi
ated and to tne cnatmn oi a newmmar in the community.
The badger had killed five chickens
and it was the first one that has been
seen in the vicinity of tne rancn.

has

given

m;.

of

Mr.

w
ana mrs. nonuacio amcu,
a eight months visit in Cal
ifornia. This is ner summer vacation and she will visit la Us Angeles,
San Francisco and ether places.
im. Ma-h- t flhawl jBith Richard
Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish, a
great picture and two great aiars,
Rex theatre, next Thursday and Fri
day..
It .-- n una want tn hnv a few head

InNsw Quirtert
The W. R. Cregar insurance offices
now at home in new quarters, one
door south : of old . place, same
building. This room has been mado
modern as per the plans of Mr.

are

a dandy
Cregar, and furnishes
place for the ever increasing business of the Cregar agency.
--o
'
Miss Elsie Beard is spending a few
weeks in Albuquerque and upon her
return will open in Gallup a Beauty
Parlor.
,

Scintillating and captivating, warm
with three Cuban beauties, "The
Briarht Shawl." at Rex theatre, next
Thursday and Friday.

Rev.

ay
H. Fryling was In town
and reports that crops anJ
TTad-nesd-

sheep are doing well in the Zuni aeo
tion. Recent showers have improve!
crops and grass, and with more show
ers good crops and bountiful harvests
are assured.

at

Then is a reason

the Army Store.
--

trad

why people
.

J

The Style Shop
July Clearance Ssls

"Your Best Friend." with the great

No use to call attention to the double page spread of the Style Shop
Buy your needs at the Bargain Strand next Thursday and Friday.
July clearance sate in this issue yea
will see it. And the main thing' about
Store and save money.
Mrs. Gavin Green and Mrs. Jimmie this sale is that it is not for dumping
"here
Clark of MoGaffey spent Wednesday off old and
Mrs. L, Garcia of Bernalilo is
goods, but
for a two weeks visit with her sis- in Gallup shopping.
sale opportunity for the buying publatest style
lic to obtain
ter, Mrs. Benito Barron.

star actress,

Vera

.

Gordon,

at

the

-tf

te

Miss Kathervne Brown Is attending creations, The Rex theatre has arranged to the Normal at Flagstaff.
We want to call attention to tha
furnish special music at Sunday
in this big advertisement
.
vn
. M an11 1.1. J
r
will
This
av
a
be
show.
surprise
Or
r
ui
insuranca
auiiaa,
night's
every cut, including the head Blue
and treat for the patrons of the Rex. Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second tration, was made by the Gallup Hertf ald
Street Phone 248.
sterotyping plant the only
H. W. Brose sends word back that
,
making. plant in Gallup.
K.
DIRECTED
and
O.
McCOY
"KID"
he arrived in Boise, Idaho,
We believe that our merchants
his
weeks
some
will spend
visiting
BOUT IN "LOST AND FOUND" should
aprpeciate this service which
1
home folks.
was installed in The Herald shop fot
with Srs. of the
in
Walsh
R.
A.
took
When Director
the benefit of our advertisers.
R. L. (Bob Roberts was over from teriors at the
Indian
BL Sacrament, St Michaels
Goldwyn studios for
his
ordered
and
Gamerco
Monday"
Arizona.
"Lost and Found" Carey Wilson's' tale
School, St. Michaels,
Gallup Herald changed from Gibson of the South Seas, which comes to the
com
Gamerco.
carries
Stora
a
to
namraia
pka
Strand theatre next Tuesday . and
plete line of dry goods and shoes.
Wednesday, a great fight on board a
Meet me at Lawrence's.
ship was staged and photographed.
The scenes which the director took
in Tahiti, whither the entire comt-

'
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BY GALLUP HERALD STAFF CORRESPONDENCE
JIMMY CASTAGNA
an tint Rommunitv was shocked

Th

o

;

.

week for

the

First National attraction.
--

0

..

. ..

ItfUa Anita Raia. daiiffhter

screen.
"The Bright Shawlt" is a John S.
Robertson production, adapted by Ed-..- a
iViiMiflr 1mm Jnianh Henres- heimer's famous novel and presented
by Inspiration nctures, inc., as

Miss Gish

J1.

Monday night, at the home of the
Misses Mary and Albina Menapace, a
shower party was given in honor of
Mrs. Frank Martinelli, nee Mary Kitchen. A number of very nice and valuable presents were "showered," such
as silverware, cut glass, electrical
supplies, linen, etc. Dancing with muni
and rafraahmanta were enioved.
Among those present, were noted the
Hisses Mary and Aioina Menapace,
Mabel Oliver, Mary Pasqualone, ,Eii- zaoetn nam, ava ana Anna ivncnuii,
Mary Lorenzino, Ruth. Rymus, Enid
r eatner, ioa saniw, mary isnrui.
Irene Gribben, Elizabeth Guthrie, and
mother of the
Maariamaa Martinlli.
groom), Sam Lorenzino, Jack Stewart, Stuart Brown, Karl'Rosencranes,
Joe Menapace Sr., Joe Menapace Jr.,
J. W. Ramage, Joe Gribben, George
Meyers, Bernabe and Dormady.

Henry Crawford, clerk of
county. Colo. Henry Brice of Cor
tes, Colo., Louis Murray of Towaoc,
Colo., secretary of the Cortes
Chamber of Commerce, were in Gallup Wednesday in the interest of good
roads and better mail sorvlce for the
noints thev represented. Mail snd
shipping service out of western Colo
rado is not what is desired, according
to these gentlemen, and they want
better service. They look upon Gallup
as the logical gateway for marketing
their products, but with no roads from
their sections to Gallup, and mail
routed via Pueblo, Colo., delays business transactions. They will take the
matter up wiht the proper depart-- ,
ments at Washington, and hope for
sunnort from the business interests
of Gallup.

MR. WEBB ENTERTAINS
The following Gibson people were
guests at the home of Mr. R.' G. Webb
of Gallup Saturday evening: Mr. and
Mrs. Louie Kuhns, Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Dennard, Mrs. Ella Taylor Roberts
and Messrs. John McGeiver, Lamar Tahiti
Alexander, Frank Trusdale and Lawrence McKenna.
M. M. Shelton was in from Pine-dalThursday lpoking after business.
Ms. Harvey McMullen, who has
been quite ill, is able to be out again.
C. N. Cotton made a business trip
The George Gardener family and to flagstaff during the week.

Mum Paannalone and mother. to hear of the death of Jimmy
Wftdneadav mornine. Mr. Tomy
Mrs. B. Pasqualone, returned Sunday
from Los Angeles wnere tney visiww Hughes, on going to call him as usual,
with Mrs. fasquaiones sister, mis. discovered he had passed away aunng
Jennie Rolando. They were accom- - tha niirht. dim to heart failure. Jim
oanied on this trip by Mrs. staii my had made many warm friends at
the camps, both among tne young ana
Schuster.
old. Mr. Hughes accompanied the
tn hia aid home in Delakna.
Meet me at Lawrence's.
Colorado, where his parents, his bro
mr. rtugnes
Riir Indian CMf Tobacco, who has ther and sister, reside,
stood sentinel for many moons past remained to the funeral whic- h- was Joe Rome picknicked in the hills SunChurch in Trim- - day.
ot tha rothAifp
Wwaaw--- for the Smith ugar iaccory, was um
MCI 14 tW
abruptly butted into the other day by dad. A beautiful floral piece in shape
Miss Betty Vogt of Ramah is a
n unnilv mif.nmnhiln and unceremon of a blanket of roses covering mo enof Miss Cornelia Alexander this
guest
Gibson
iously knocked from his perch. Big tire casket was sent by his
week.
- m nous frlonda from the
Chief Tobacco is now laid up xor reto his Miss Lelia Cooper of Gallup was a
pairs,
.i camps extend their sympathy
guest of Miss Elizabeth Bryden Satana
sisier.
brother
father, mother,
o
urday.
hiarh. brice low, satisfac
Oualitv
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gunton of
Truly a masterpiece and screened
MRS. WILSON ENTERTAINS
guaranteed at the Bargain
the world tion
at last! The rarest romance
Store.
tllA Navajo are sporting a brand new
.
TTTJt
m
1.
Ana
nla.
in
has known, told as never before,
Overland.
of a woman. Here,
Gamerco m ladies who entertained in
h heart-bea- ts
me at Lawrence's.. ,;
Meet
The Hummes Orchestra will give a
wndnesdav
AnJarann
njr
.ttnv adventure: deeds to thrill:
nonor m mo.
as usual, dance Saturday evening at the GibThe
afternoon,
afternoon.
scenes that amaze. And, imagine
Have you read the book, "Lome
follow-in- g son theatre.'
Uxloa Kaiiamv an UDrm iswtiv. Doone?" If you have, you will want was spent playing "500." The
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Todd and party,
H.
Meadames
Frank
were
John
Rldd,
present
ladies
as
John Bowers
to see the picture. Whether you have,
- w. returned from a
Iof
pleasure trip at
honor;
Keenan as Sir ifinsor.
or have not read this great novel, you Anderson, guest
Jos Brock, Urand (Jan yon.
Snyder,
Newhouse,
will be shown at the Rex next Tues- will eniov the nioture world's sweet Irick,
11
a
f 0
artAM
e?
Mrs. L. W. Kuhns and Mrs. R. W.
est love story at Rex next Tuesday Ed Trowbridge, norate Wells Trow- Dennard
day end Wednesday.
were Gallup shoppers MonE. Hanes,
J.
Nolan,
and
Wednesday.
D. W. Boise. day afternoon.
the
of
D.
Farmer
R.
Bryden,
3erT?
bridge,
Secretary
prize
Miss Ceclia Akers of Gallup visit-Tribal
Indian Ceremonial reports
Frank Taylor and Speedy Thurston Mrs. Horace Moses won first
the booby ed Mrs. Robert
of
sale
the
for
on
now
drive
the
Hot Springs, N. M., taking and Mrs. Ed Trowbridge
Logan at Gamerco
are
that
at
tea
is meeting rwhfc i good baths and under treatment for the prize. Ice cream, cake and ice
season-tickeSaturday afternoon.
were served late in we n.eiu".
results that several hundred dollars benefit of their health.
Miss Beatrice Porter entertained a
weeKs
have been raised during thethousand
number of her friends at a card party
ENTERTAINS
IRICK
full
five
MRS.
Mutual TJfn Imurance. see
Fn
drive, and that the
weanesaay evening.
tickets will be sold. This insures the riorlaa W. Davis. 109 South Second
envoi nf4
U, W Ai
Mrs. Geo. Gardener and Mrs. Beat
jyirg,
the
fo
A.JAMMr
Ca4iirrlaV sft.Pr- - rice Porter
success of the financial part
tf 0" OI- inrSi
Street. Phone 248. ,
AUUCiauii uttvwtiw
were shopping in Gallup
were
ahow.
preThe
following
noon.
guests
aiternon.
saturaay
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Miss Marv Willson returned Sun sent; juesaaraes
a.. nuuBiouiii
Mrs. Tom Dooley is at the Gal
Mrs. F. A. Ferrante and little baby day from her visit to Carlsbad and Boise. Horace Moses, R. D. Bryden- lup Hospital where she was operTITalla
rt.
TprtwhrlflffA.
Gino are due to leave for a three Koswell. '
nj
ated on for appendicitis.
months visit to Athens, Ga., where
J. E. Hanes, Carl Nolan, Ray Hunter,
Mrs. Steve Vidal spent Monday at
visit
her
will
people,
L.
is
neonle
Ferrante
a
trade
reason whv
Mrs.
There
Joe Brock, Snyder, Newhouse, and
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tne
's
Mr.
to
visit
Connecticut
at the Army Store.
then to
W. Irick. The afternoon was spent W. H. Alexander.
Mends
Ferrante's
Mr.
refolks.
"600." Mrs. Ray Hunter
Mrs; Arthur Middleton of Gamerco
MVa.
IMtia Mnllinsrer and her olaying lire
will look carefully after his welfare
tmm
was
prize,
celvmg
visiting her neice, Mrs. Roberts,
his
absence
of
the
PalMm. Pavanauch. are at
and comfort during Gino-- .
noon refreshments of ice creams, cake the first of the week.
omas Springs for a two weeks' stay.
fcood wife and little
served.
were
Miss Mamie Gunton of Navajo is
and coffee
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Sam Dimon, in
SINGS
Meet me at Lawrence's.
FOR SALE
ROBERTS
BOB
uaiiup tnis week.
J
a
n t.r waa oivnn nr. the
Mr. Cooper, book keener at the Gib
woman
what;
American
The
boy
A 25 foot-bevgear roller Awning,
McGeiver Tuesday son store, has just purchased a new
John
of
home
Clavel
love
what
La
him?
alcouldn't
.
rm
4.11
mii no fa wara
patent arms,
or d at Carnneton Motor Co.
complete with Aubon
pass her by? And when evening, ine iouuwuib gjucow.
Bert Simpson, Steve Rusneck and
most new. Price f 50.00. E. HART man couldBarthelmesa
and
present:
Richard
Dorothy
.
James Russell left Monday overland,
M
tr
.
unanes
Mr. and Mrs.
Gish ah, "The Bright Shawl" offers
neiue,
a sight seeing trip in Arizona.
t tr tr..t. ATv and Mrs. onMrs.
at the .
Sam Dimon and Miss Barbara
Miss Cornelia Alexander, who was that delight See this picture
Bob
Roberts,
R. W. Dennard, Messrs.
Rex next Thursday and nuay.
accident
auto
an
in
RnllU. Egleston of Gallup were shopping in
badly injured
CttAMfi.,
nrLii.
leave
the
to
able
WnilOlIM",
was
tlUgnie
some weeks ago,
afternoon.
Ynr Fire Insurance see Charles W Frank Trusdale, Lawrence McCsmna, Uioson Saturday
is now at
Mrs. M. Spillers (mother of Mrs
hospital last Friday, isand
Second
Phone
109
as
Davis.
South
St
dooou
wenzeu,
John
home in Gibson. She recovering
Harvey McMullen) has been visiting
248.
tf mar Alexander and G. C. Bottenburg. friends
at Allison the past few days
iast as could be expected.
was
The evening
spent
On account of the rains the dance
The
entitled
solo
Los
in
Borra
Paul
from
writes
a
Etna
Ange
Mr. Roberts sang
which was to have been given at the
Another chance to see Mt.
les that he wants his Gallup Herald Oow Boy's Farewell," which was en- uamerco
tennis court was postponed.
sent to his address in that city. Mr. joyed by alL
Mrs.
Monte
Walker, who has
some
for
California
nm.. miasta denarted. pronouncing
Borra will visit in
been visiting at the home of her sis
The most .wonderful ; Ffafoffnphto time.
i
host.
ever
placed
scenes
John a charming
ter, Mrs. Chas. Kettle, returned to
moving
screen.
her home in 1 Paso Monday.
Meet me at Lawrence's.
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Edward Bryant, representing,
number of her lady friends at a ten
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DATE
Mrs.
Hosiery Company,
of Mrs. Mae 0'Brlen of Galves- o'clock breakfast Friday morning, in
at Phoenix, was in Gallup Ttia TTnlfail StatM C,M Service honorTexas,
Among honor of her daughter Mrs. H. AnderFriday afternoon.
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business.
M 1
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tiiis week picking up
Commission announces that the date the guests presens w w
Mrs. Dean King of Crown ' Point,
ana
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Dr.
Mrs.
J.
examination
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when
of
Kirk,
the
open competitive
Remember the Bargain Store
and Mrs. L. W. Irick of Gamerco,
for post office clerk scheduled to be Jack O onen w
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R. were guests of Mrs. Chas. Kettle
going to buy dry goods
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some
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chine agent, spent
accompanied the remains of Jimmy
me at Lawrence's.
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Ramah and Zuni vicinity during the Meet
uastagna.
MRS. FARRIER ENTERTAINS
Mrs. Frank Spoiler of Navajo is a
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at the Rex theatre, next were
Father Hoch,
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to attend the Teachers' Institute, and othy Gish,and
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Thursday
and Mr. and Mrs. Seabridge of
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to visit friends.
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Amada Scott, Ortez, Ed Wall,
spent Sunday exploring Kit
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the other day and purchased an extra
for several weeks.
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Mr. Klatt of Flagstaff are here
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pany was transported for the' making
several
of the exteriors, contained
fights between) natives and whites
which are said to be most realistic
and thrilling, but the big fight with
natives on board ship surpases in intensity of emotional interest anything
of the sort hitherto done in turns.
"Kid" McCoy was engaged by Gold
wyn to supervise the fight scenes in
"Lost and Found" and he was on the
set much of the time after the return
of Director Walsh and the cast from
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Good Eye Sight is one of the
Greatest Assets to Man or
Woman.

If Nature

or

Circumstances

have Cheated You out of Per-

fect

e

then

Eyes

Chance

for

Best

Your

Good Vision is the

Prompt and Careful Attention
of a Competent Optometrist: '
'
SEE US
-

Vera Gordon is a popular favorite.
This great star actres will appear in
"Your Best Friend" at the Strand,
next Thursday and Friday.
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JEWELER AND OPTICIAN1'

Thare ia a reason whv neonle trade
at the Army Store.
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WE SELL
QUALITY GROCERIES
We Guarantee Every Article That Leaves Our Store
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FOR THE

EVERYTHING
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FRESH and WHOLESOME
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GROCERY

E. W. TAMONY, Prop.
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OUR ICE CREAM
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For Health and Pleasure
- YOU'LL

like to eat OUR ICE CREAM because of its healthful
,
qualities and its pleasing taste)
Ingredients that are the purest processes that are the most mod-er-n
and most sanitary are used. These guarantee a purity that
you'll like. The flavorings take care of your tastes.
They, too, are the purest and most palatable. You'll really find enjoyment in our Ice Cream.
Try a fresh crushed fruit sundae
1
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GREATEST IN RI3T02Y
war, all nations resorted to practices
A few days ago," Secretary Wallace not justified by the . principles of
out figures showing that the peace-tim- e
busines or the laws of pol
exports of farm products in the years itical economy.
were , the greatest in our ; Since the war, this nation has been
2
history. Notwithstanding this fact, endeavoring to get back to a normal
farm prices began to decline very basis. During the last two years the
rapidly late in the year 1921 (which Republican party. In control of both
was the year of the greatest quantity the administrative
and legislative
oi agricultural exports) they were re- branches , of government, has directed
latively lower than for a feneration. every enenry to restore normal con
"
The official reports of the Depart- ditions;
ment of Commerce show that the Am
PROGRESS
MUCH
MADE
erican farmer today ' is exporting
Much progress has been made.
more than twice as much as he did more
than has been made by any
at any time during the five-yeperiod preceding the outbreak, of the Eu- etner nauon. ah ciases oz Ameriare

'

ropean war.
FACTS SHOULD CONVINCE
These --facts should convince the
farmer that there is something radi- j.'cally wrong with the theory that his
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be financialy prepared. Preparedness means a savings account. Start here
'
..
today!
To achieve success,

'
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A
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Old Caak"

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
WE SILL COUPON BOCXS AT

f

.....

unk

..

CITY MARKET

-

.

IS.

1 1

months. But opportunity almost always calls for
some investment of time and money.

;

cans
infinitely better off today
than those of any other nation, and
have further recovered from the ef-fecta-o- f
the war than any other peo
ples, mat tact tnouid be kept upper
most in mind wnen tnose wno are im
patient criticise what has been done,
The work is not finished. Further
readjustment Is needed and will be
made. It took the United States 12
years to regain something like normal condSens after the Civil war. It
wiu tase a long time xor uua nauon
and other nations to overcome the evil
economic 'efects of he World war.
That this recovery may be hastened.
it is necessary max tne American peo
ple avoid aweptmsr ouack political
remedies which are ofefred by those
who ere more interested in their own
selfish plans than they are in the
welfare of the American people.
-TDME FOR THINKING
It is time for straight thinking.
America's future rests with her own
citizens. "The underlying
problems
which confront the American people
be
can
solved only by domestic legis
lation carefully thought out and
worked out,' free alike from destructive radicalism and - impracticable
radicalism'' and impracticable ideal
ism.. The best service wbicn Americans can render not only their own
country, but other countries and other
peoples, is to study well and soberly
how to keep tneir own house in order.

fcji-- ia
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OF BUSINESS OF TOE u k.
if
UNITES STATES LAND OFFICB the, fellewtof ImfT: antudaut
acres sraurtea m less and luo . "
SANTA FE, N. M.
y,. Arriba Counties which bava
ia
a
Such
not
founded upon
theory
been as.
' There wen received in the Santa eluded from the Carson National For fact. A study of farm prices in con
of farm products
Fe Land Office between Jan. 1, 1828 est These lahdk will be open to en- nection with exports
'
o June sv, ma. on patients (not try fry
Hen from August coverin? a lonsr neriod of vaara
JncIodinK Indian allotments) amount- - 18, 1628, to November 17th, 1928, both proves conclusively that there ,1s little
mg to iwpsv acres, wnica. Were dis- - dates inclusive, and any of said lands or no relation between the two.,
On the other hand, such
19,
truntea in tne xolowing counties:
remaining unentered on November
survey
jit iu ..l.u.. mv wv v mug snows taat larm prices are directly
'Bernalillo
2961 acres ioe wu,
uijwb
vj
Catron ,
12370 acres quamies applicant.
affected by conditions in this counColfax
2S72 acres
. A, M. BERGERE,
try. Her is the market of the Am'
:r--19540 acres
Guadalupe
Register erican farmer, whether he produce
- 2046 acres
o
HeKinley
grain or livestock., if the American
- 2608 acres
Hera
people are ; prosperous and confident
'
Rio Arriba
10200 acres
of the future, they buy liberally and
Sandoval
3914 acres
are willing to pay good prices. This
"
2580 acres
San Juan '
is the proper angle from which to ap
San. Miguel
17704 acres
proach the problem of agricultural
6582 acres
Santa Fe ,
a thins than to prosperity, for farm prosperity, in
It Is Maltr to
8835 acres think about It. It reject
Taos
common with the prosperity oi all
Is wwier to ataillte poeto
to
than
learn
Torrance
84982 acres try
enjoy it It la aaaler business and industry in this, country,
to
call
It
eranS
acoS
at
and
"upopera
Valencia
10487 acres roar" than It la to cultivate an appreciadepends upon normal conditions in the
-'Many of these patents were receiv tion for food music. ,
United States.
I
ed by this office within 60 to 60 days
goes without saying that the
It
GOOD THINGS
MORE
after final certificates were issued.
World war brought about abnormal
This will give some ideas to the pubNICE little cake which la good conditions everywhere. It brought
lic of the prompt and careful attenwith almost anything about abnormal expenditures, both
tion given to the affairs of the and atto serve
public and private. It brought about
any meal is:
homesteader by the- - General Land
abnormal production, both of factory
Cookies.
Flake
Corn
Office, derived through an active par
and farm. In an effort to win the
two
until
of
Beat
the
whites
eggs
ticipation by the Commissioner of the
one
add
General Land Office in all affairs stiff,
gradually:
cupful
.
They Wy by Instinct.
f
tee spoonful of vanilla, RAINES BOUND OVER
pertaining to the final adjudication of sugar,
When
"
saornmi dawned the woods
TO U. S. GRAND JURY
Claims, and at the same time oreserv- me cupful of coconut and two cupfuls
were filled with flocks of blsek polled
fngr the rights of the Government in jf Mifnnakes. Drop by tea spoonfuls
warblers, flitting like living shadows
all cues, so that justice may be done on a buttered baking aheet and bake
The sheriff's office was notified mm
to nfht, where the sunshine
te both the United States and the In a (Moderate eve.
Coarsely chopped of a man down and drunk in the alley came light
streanrtsi through pie leaves.
CKisen.
i
nuts (nay be added Instead of the coco back of the Del Mar hotel The man
The Santa Fe Land Office is in re nut, If that is hot liked,
had fallen in a hole and apparently They had come la the night' ia another
v
ceipt of numerous letters expressing
too drunk to get out. (Note: Later day they would be gone, flown oa north
.
s for tne promptness in the is
J
in the night a rain filled this hole ward. ,
Rlaa MuMna
nance of their patents. This could To two
Black polls, frail little birds with
with water. Probably the man would
of
boiled
add
rice
cupfuls
fsot be done except for the seal exer-oee- d one
drowned had the officers not beaes so larger than straws, can fly
have
of
a
of
milk,
tsbleepoonful
cupful
by the overhead department, and
taken him in charge.) The finding of setter was tne best of man's airplanes.
to them is due the thanks 'of the melted butter and the yolks of three this man in such
an intoxicated con Bvery spring they migrate from South
one
Sift
of
flour,
eggs.
pint
for
together
both
the
Homesteader,
prospector
dition lead up to where he had pro America to Cauda and every asmma
one-haof.
one
sugar,
and
oil
and
and
Purchastsbleepoonful
coal
the
gas,
cured
liquor. A negro swore that they fly back. The distance Is from
er of isolated tracts, and under the teaspnonful of salt and one and one he hadthebought
the Honor from w. J.
reports, half teaspoonfuls of baking powder, Karnes. The drunken man said that bQ00 to 7,000 miles. Some fall by the
pew system of
till further speed is looked for.
Add to the rice and beat until smooth, he had been supplied with the liquor wayside, but many make the Journey.
Black poll cross the Gulf of Mexico
There were 279 applications for Fold In the beaten whites of the eggs which the negro had procured from
permits to prospect for oil and gas and bake hi muffin pans for fifteen Haines. This drunken man also said at one Blent Foe- - 24 hours on end
filed between October 1, and Decemthat he had taken only two drinks of they are in the air, ceaselessly besting
I ber 31, 1922 and 847 applications fil- minutes.
the stuff and was knocked out. These their tiny wings, guided by unerring
ed between Jan. 1, and June 30, 1923,
facts are substantiated by Under- - instinct Tbey follow their uncharted
Cottsoe uddlno.
making a total of 626 applications
sheriff Leo Leaden. Night Marshal courses
the air until they ar
since Oct. 1st 1922. A number of . Take four tablespoonfuls of butter, Louis Silva and Special Officer Jack Hve safethrough
at their destination.
have already been received, cream well, add one cupful of sugar, Mcuraw. Leo Leaden was asked to
Krmits acount of a majority of the
one
egg (two, will be bet obtain a search warrant and go to
f
Why the Dead Sea Is Bait
cupful of milk, one and Raines' nlace. Mr. Leaden went to
plications being for unsurveyed land, ter),
It has caused a delay in the issuance one-haIn a lecture before the Royal Gee- of flour with two tea Judge Schauer's at one o'clock at
cupfuls
f permits within what is known as spoonfuls of baking powder and a lit night and procured the search war graphical society, Wilfred Irwin disI the Navajo Reservation opened under tie flavoring. Bake In a sheet or In rant. Then with Silva and McGraw cussed the chemical composition of the
executive order, but as an appropria muffin pans and serve
the trip was made to Raines' home River Jordan, which is responsible for
with;
tion has already been made for the
the search found that intoxicat- - Mia tp.mA aalttllMul a th TAttA tta
and
Lemon Sauce.
lands, the issuance of
were in the Raines house.
. M- - '
y ..survey ofarethese
ing
i
liquors
Mix two tablespoonfuls
of floor
loosed for witmn tne near
permits
:; future.
f
with
" P1" the river shows that even
cupful of sugar, a pinch
The acreage of vacant lands in the of salt, and pour on boiling water to aniedC1th?
Santa Fe District on July 1, 1923 mdke a thick sauce; cook until the Mr. Clark being here on official busi-- J PrnMWI wra various salts, cmeny
amounts to 4,028,629 acres divided as starch Is
d
In the flour, add- ness in connection with the Ross case, cwnmon taoie sen ana cnionae or mag-V fellows according to the report of the
Mala- - As the water passes through the
a
generous
ing
grating of nutmeg and to take Ross back to Oklahoma.
Santa Fe office to the Department:
The liquor found in the Raines Sea of Galilee there Is a alight hv
of
a
Butter with the
UMeepoohful
acres
Bernalillo County
42,348
house waa taken
of by the crease In the salt content but the cal372,295 acres Juice of half a lemon, or lacking the officers and Raines chargeunder arrest cium
Catron County
put
two
sulphate and the silica, which it
of
lemon,
vinegar.
tablespoonfuls
1,662 acres
Colfax County
The effort of Raines to extricate also contains, decrease. In the Im-61,875 acres Serve hot, poured over the pudding.
Guadalupe County
A little sponge cake may be trans- himself from the trouble resulted in
evaporatlng pan of the Dead
1,437 acres
Harding County
of a fluke, and this caused sea the salt that Is, the sodium
662,171 acres formed Into a dainty dessert. Out It something
McKinley County
Leo Leaden to make a Federal case chloride Is crystallised, whereas the
Mora County
6,018 acres Into rounds, or shspely diamonds, dtp
499,308 acres In the Juice of canned peaches, then instead of a State case against magnesium chloride remains In solu
Bio Arriba County
names.
tion. Living Aft.
414,900 acres put
Sandoval County
f
peach on each, filling the
Leo Leaden wired Chief Svnder at I
acres
Juan
970,974
San
County
with chopped nuts and heap Albuquerque and Mr,
cavity
Snyder sent
71,275 acres Ing, sweetened end
San Miguel County
The difference between the people
Special Prohibition Officer Tom Bow-22,144 acres
Santa Fe County
cream over each. Serve cold. man to Gallup to take charge of and the politicians is that tne politiSocorro County
110,460 acres whipped
Raines. Raines was brought before cians know what they want
Taoe County
164,246 acres
U. S. Commissioner I. H. Ford Mon
Torrance County
62,239 acres
day morning. After waiving exam
Valencia County
665,398 acres
1MI. Weetera NewepaBer Valea.)
ining trial. Judge ford placed
In addition to the above, there was
Raines under a $350 bond to annear
ha
oeiore tne u. a. urand Jury which
sident the folfowing lands 26.849 acres I .. P6.,!1!
ticket: President, convenes in Santa Fe first Monday
in the Counties of Taos ancl Rio Ar- in septemoer, next
ai
P81"6'
riba with the privilege of 90 daysl"enry
o
from May 8th and 21st 1923 to Ex- - Google. They will run on a platform
8ervice Men, and thereafter to the calling for "Free Gas,"-anabolition aceOn court night at Buckingham pal
Queen Mary wears diamonds val
of the modern menace, carbon. Philpublic.
ued at more than half a millon do!
There was also opened to
adelphia North American.
Jars... ...
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rare bargain, or it may be that it ia necessary
to live on your "financial fat" for' two or three
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NINE times out of ten Buccess" means fccaz?
ready for crportvaity when it comes. It may
mean buying into your business, it may mean a
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Father starts it mother finds the can add
a little even the kiddie will contribute
their pennies and in a surprisingly short
time, the whole family is enjoying the
pleasures of owning a Ford Here ii how
you can do it through the

d

Ex-Se- r-

Our Wagon at Year
Door Relbvet Ycsr

J&Tl&t'

'"'i- -'

'XJ

.Ulster A.

It means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;

"

that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer
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MOCL BATTLESHIP IN SPARS TCIS
Galasso is a barber. Unlike many barbers, Sam has
little to say while wielding the rasor and shears.
Le Is quite intent on getting through as quickly ss a good very
Job will permit And when he has thanked you for
tip you bay, given lm, sod bowed you out of tte dor his V-- turn to his
ng
the IX J. & Arise
e7taThamer
wlkh he has eonacWd entirely I
oiJy s
sad bet wire.
tost Wudai ta twsrXT .
pioto stows Sam applyias

fi

sfous

te

'
.

you want We will deposit your money in a local
bank, at interest. Add a little etch week. You
will be surprised at the rate the money piles up
when everyone is helping. Soon the payments,
plus interest.paid by the bank will make the
Come in let us give you full particulars,
car-your-

s.

a burden.

Our work is quality work
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the
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Enroll
the
$5
us.
under
to
terms
Bring
of the new, easy way to buy a Ford. Select the car
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Offlct Par

FOR SALE: At a bargain, 1920
Ford roadster, newly painted and
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
rims, starter. "N. E. F." Herald of.
fiee.

R. FRENCH

EDMUND

"
FOR SALE: Klatt rooming house.
Lawyer
Apply at Klatt office.
Ueuber Bar: Supreme Court Unite
States, Supreme Court of New
For Sale A bargain One Singer
Mexico.
Sewing Machine. Singer Sewing MaOffice:
chine Co., 214 South Second Street
W5 Coal Arenoe.

OR SALE: Two horses, one wa
gon and harness, at reasonable' price.
Inquire at Bel Monte Store.

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,

FOR RENT: Three room apartment, sleeping porch, completely furnished. Apply at 403 East Hill.

OFFICES:

-

Attorneys-At-la-

A

FOR RENT:

amazement,

w

.'

.

Gallup, New Mexico.

ELLISON
DENTIST

DR. M. M.

Meat
-tf

FOR RENT: Furnished room with
bath. $15 per month. Call at 202
"
West Mesa avenue.
FOR RENT: Three room
Apply to Pete Milan.

Gallup Clinic BiiMlng

.

New Mexico

Gallup

You

adobe.

Attorneys-At-La-

Practice in

;,

New Mexico

FOR RENT: One five room modern house, furnished with piano. Call
at 405 W. Hill, or phone 329.
FOR SALE OR - TRADE:
Nash touring car, in first class
dition, apply at Herald Office.

w

Courts ol

11

and Arizona

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 300 3rd Street
J. . Phone No.- 288.
t Home in the Study 8 to 11:3U A. M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

One
con-

New Mexico Alfalfa
Gets Highest Price
;

LAS

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

,.

July
New
on the Rio Grande,
Mexico Texas project received higher prices in May for alfalfa hay baled
at shipping points than was paid on
any other project in the United States.
The top price at the close of May
was $18 a ton.
CRUCES,

N.-M.-

;"

DENTIST '
Office: Wurm Building
New Mexico
Gallup

:

The Holstein cow brags about
butter fat. The girl in the city brags
about everything but her fat.

Architectural Service
Connection
-- :
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Has a man Ilka this proposed
yeut
Symptomei Small face and
flat
freckled, little brldgeles
baby nose; great builder of. aircastles with no airplane apchap
impracticable
proaches
whose ma and sisters have filled
him to his eyes with what a mar- velous bridge player billiard
player, chauffeur, etc, he is. His
delight is spying ahead rd see
how rich he'll be out of some
of aome,
unknown

t

to

Avla-Eac-

Uaua
flnn. AutomobUa and Garaaa.
contaua aomeumg hi internal varyowr.
We do not employ sufatcriptlon aolicitors to
you trill not M urged toeubecribe and you
are not obligating yourself in the leaatin
uking tor a ire lam pie copy. We
If
gladly send it to proapectiv read
you like it you canouy a opy every
month from any newadealer or tend us
.uu lor one year.
your NDscnpuon

a, V-.-

t
t

'
t
t

t
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manufactory.
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so

Is hare:
your friends, "What music
llvti longer and why,
or Alda'7" and "Why
do th most lionly popular tunes
'Nut
die In a few mlnutssT
get-aw-

Aik
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'Dar-danell- a'

J
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(IB by McClura Newapaper Syndicate.)

Alaska Faces a
Steady , Boom

"

He himself seems to be a by- Aboard U. S. S. Henderson, With
J product
t
i
t President Harding, July 19. The
Prescription for
censuses of officials in President
'
Sing praises to and of him J
Harding's party, fixed as the concluJ
his ma and sliters did.
sion of an inspection of Alaska apAbsorb This:
proaches, is that the territory will
THAT
A
LAN!
LONtt
J; ITt
trraduallv develop, but that no sen
J
HAS NO YIARNIN0. .'
JJ v
boom can be expected, as a
sational
J (d) ky MoCture Ntwapaper SadleeU.) t
result of the visit oz the cam ex- ecutive.
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FEW WALK IN STRAIGHT LINE
Caus

f
v

'

ht

,
'

Last

to side?

.

July

28.

CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY

Pds

hyeleal Imperfections
trlani to Take a Zigzag Course
Jn Their Journeying.

'
How do you walk?
In a straight line or

Pub.

ALL KINDS OF

SAUSAGE, CURED AND SALTED MEATS .

SQUARE DEAL MEAT MARKET

Do you proceed
lgzag from side

;

wetch a number of pedes-trlnn- s
you will find that nine out of
ten hear to "the right, return to their
proper course, and then start swerving
to the right again.
This Is because our right leg is
more fully ' developed and stronger
person
than our left. A
usually swerves to the left In walking, for In his case the left side Is the
more powerful,
If a man Is slightly deaf In his left-ea- r
he will swerve to the left. If his
other ear Is affected he will go In the
This is because
opposite direction,
the deaf stoop slightly on the side on
which they can hear least.
people will swerve to
the "side on which they have their
worst eye. Even people who are per
fectly well physically and whose bodies
i re evenly developed zigzag in their
ralk. This Is because their thoughts
wander and their legs have not sufficient guidance.
U you

d

Short-sighte-

d

SAVE MONEY
Canned Corn i
Canned Peas
No. 1 Can Tomatoes

Butter

"Crown
Princevi' .Getting Bald"
Headline.
But that is hot the reason
he is in the market for a good heir
restorer. Norfork Virginian Pilot.
No, Eliza, motorcycles aren't used
for motoring but for exercising.

DELIVER

CASH and SERVICE
STORE
NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

trv your soul.
grab your hat and fishing pole.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
McKINLEY AND STATE OF
NEW MEXICO
Gallup Southwestern Coal
Company, a corporation,

mintllt.

.

WE

When vour troubles

va
Henry Hoffman Holbert,
if living, and his unknown
Violra if ha Via ifonri? Thft
Aetna Coal. Company No. 2126
a corporation; Aetna coal '
Company' a corporation;
.Tnhn J. ' Kennedv. if liv
ing, and the unknown
heirs of John J. Kennedy, .
if he be dead; John Ken- -'
neHv. If livintr. and the
unknown heirs of John
,
Kennedy if he be dead; '
and all unknown claim- nnta nf interest in the
premises, adverse ' to the
plaintiff,
.
,

15c
15c
10c
48c
32c
44c
7c
5c
?1.00
95c

-- !
Fresh Eggs
1 lb. Best Coffee
New Potatoes per lb."..
Toilet Soap, per bar
25 lb. Flour 5 lb. Lard

,

have a

Your

t

. ; .

IN FACT

:

BETHEL

You
like good muelef
reputation for liking
good music ; you don't like subYou get more enjoystitutes.
ment, and fodder out of an evening at a symphony concert than
out of "Jazz." Ytfu know that a
' dance tune out of Beethoven,
Mozarf or Brahms not only
makes you over If you are tired
but gives you your money's
worth for a month. Why should
you care if they laugh T You
have liked good "Jazz," maybe,
that Is written with artistry and
melody yet on the whole 'you
like what is called "good music."
Rejoice over it. You taste of the
stuff that gods are made of and
you are the luckiest of mortals,
for god food is rare today,

postcard
IiwmJ terand

;

A
ru

,

2104 WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

It cantalnabitMMtiiMr and instructive arti.
dea on tha Home. Farm.
h
thamwiat davakipinanti In adio,

by MoClure Nawapnper Syndicate.)

till,

to-w-

The expression "Blue Stocking" Is
applied, sometimes a trifle scornfully,
to a woman who Is unusually learned.
The term originated In Venice when
In 1400 a society was formed of ladles
themselves
and gentlemen
calling
"delta calxa" all the members of the
society being distinguished by the
The Idea
wearing of bine stockings.
was taken ap In Perls and became the
rage among the lady savants of that
city. Prom Prance It came to England
In 1780 when Mrs. Montague displayed
club at her
the badge of the Bas-bleMr. Stllllngfleet, a conassemblies.
stant attendant of th soirees, went by
Boswell
the name of
In his life of Dr. Samuel Johnson tells
something of the first of the blue
stockings In England, and although
he writes as If the club had originated
in England Instead of Venice, his account Is Interesting. He says: "One
of the most eminent members of those
societies, when they first commenced
was Mr. Stllllngfleet, whose dress was
remarkably grave and In particular it
was observed that be wore blue stockings. Such was the excellence of his
conversation that his absence was felt
as so great a loss that It used to be
said : "We can do nothing without
the 'blue stockings,' and thus by degrees the title was established." Boswell concludes by saying that "Doctor
Johnson was prevnlled with to com D. 1923.
sometimes Into these circles, and did
not think himself too grave even for
the lively Miss M vncton (a prominent
member of thesociety)."

You

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
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broadcast the sanctl
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flung
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H. W. BROSE, M. E.

Love comes like a cobweb floating
in the breeze, but goes like a piano-movfalling down stairs.

!

have

Hss Anyone Laughed

A woman can be nominated for
membership to communal councils in
Rumania, but cannot be elected.

the meet wonderful magazine puband 400 picture
lished. 160
pf M
that will entertaia
every mono,
every member of the family.

then

In

fled blessings and they are returning
to you from every point of the compass, filling your soul with a joy unspeakable.
It Is you who are nearer heaven,
participating In its delights without
knowing It, growing more lovable as
the years speed by, dim your eye an?
whiten your hair.
Old friends turn to you In theli
sorrow for comfort.
The boys and girls go' out of theli
,
way to meet and greet you.
Even the derelicts have In som
manner heard your praises sung anc
respect you.
Their bleary eyes brighten and theit
tough. old hearts soften when youi
name Is spoken, In spite of their general belief that they are Invulnerable
to the gentle touches of kindness.:
The greatest workers for the up
lifting of humanity are the little words
of . cheer, which, when fitly spoken,
often change beasts to men, spur them
to loftier endeavor and turn their
terrible night into a glorious day.
D.

.

i

participate

.

RUIZ A OVERSON

$8.00 down puts an Underwood
Typewriter in your office or home.
Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Typewriter , Co., Grants, New Mexico.
(1788)

will

.

Business house for

Market.

e

delicious sweets and enjoy the thrtl
.of an unanticipated pleasure.
From the first moment when-yo- t
begin to practice the scattering ol
cheering words, the whole atmospherv
around you changes.
The world somehow seems draws
closer to heaven, and everything anc
everybody about you appears brlghtet
and happier.
In reality, there la no change except
la yourself. You have sown happtnes
and are reaping happiness.

.

rent Inquire at the Peoples

cannot give frequent, an
words of cheer to yen
and to those with whoo
yva come la contact during your work
lug hoora, It would be better to brldl
Iroar toogue and aael your lips.
A rough word roughly spoken, pro
duces nothing but evil and drive
11
asaay a sensitive soul to despair.
arouses animosity and bate, quite th
opposite of a kindly word which awak
eoa slumbering emotion and kindle
a beneficent flame of love.
It may at times, especially when yot
are not la a pleasant humor, cost s
great effort to launch the cheerful
word, but if you will brush aside yooj
own turbulent feelings, and send font
the cheer and sunshine of which yoi
are capable of doing, you, too, to youi
sMew-mate-

Ifexlco

Mew

Gallop

YOU

counting

BaildJa

NAT GARCIA,
suit are to quiet and set at rest, plain
Clerk, McKinley CouaK,
tin's title, and to remove any and all
clouds upon plaintiff's title in and to
New Mexico, and
the following; described land and precio clerk of the District:
All of the North half
Court of said McKinley
mises,
County.
(NH) of the Northeast quarter
(NEK), and the South half (SV4) of (Seal of District Court)
the Northeast quarter (NEMi), and (1898)
the North half (NH) of the South First Pub. July 7
east quarter (SEK), and the 8outh Last Pub. July 28
half (SV4) of the Southeast quarter
(SJSHl, and the North half (NM) of Ui THE DISTRICT COURT WITH
the Southwest auarter (SWUK and
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
the south naif (Stt) of the South
OF McKINLEY AND
west quarter (SWK), of Section
.
STATE OF NEW
Twenty-eig(28). Township Fif
MEXICO
teen (15) North, Range Eighteen
In the matter of the
(18) West, N. M. P. H., and also the
No. 1817
Northwest 'quarter (NWU) of the Estate of Pete Rolando.
NOTICE
Northeast quarter (NEK) of Section
To Whom It May Concern, Be It
Sixteen (16) Township Fifteen (15)
Known:
North, Range Eighteen (18) West, N.
That U N. Cary, the assignee in the
M. P. M. That the plaintiff prays for
has filed with the Clerk
the establishment of its estate in said above matter court
and in said cause,
nronerty and to bar and forever eston of ths above
his statement ol accounts and his
you and each of you, the said defen- final
report as said assignee.
dants, from having, or claiming; any
You are further notified that sals
said
or
title
adverse
to
premises
right
to the plaintiff, and that plaintiff's assignee will on the 14th day of Antitle thereto be forever quieted and gust, 1923, apply to the above named j;
set at rest, and that all clouds upon jjiscrict uourt ior a aiscnarge Trout
and that at such time and ;
the title of plaintiff to said premises his trust;
said
assignee will file and pre .
place
removed.
be
his petition to said court for said i
sent
You are further notified that unless
discharge and closing of said estate
you and each of you enter an appear and the discharge and release of said
ance in said cause on or before the
and his sureties upon his of- -;
22nd day of August, A. D. 1923. assignee
ficial bonds filed in said cause, and
said
be
rendered
will
in
judgment
said assignee ' will in said petition ;
cause against you by default.
pray for all other and further relief
The name of Plaintiff's attorney is as to the court may seem meet and
H. C Denny, whose post office and
proper.
business address is Gallup, New MexL. N. CARY,
ico.
.
Assignee.
"
WITNESS, my hand. and seal of. (1905)
the said Court this 27 day of June, A.' First Pub. July 7.
ex-of- Jr

8aid to Have Originated
in Venice, Though It la Credited
to Cnglsnd.

tociation

Bf F.J. WALKER

W. ATKINS

HERMAN

Aiaatit

SPECIAL PRICES
On Millinery, and New Arrivals in Sports and White
Milans.

Beautiful Patterns to Select from in Black and Colors.
--

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTINO

.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

,

ueienaants.

NOTICE OF SUIT
To The Above Named Defendants:
v.n inrl anMi nf mn r hereby
notified that suit has been filed by
the above named plaintiff and is now
pending against the above named defendants, in the District Court, of McKinley County, New Mexico, said suit
being numbered 2126 on the docket
.
of said court
That the general objects of said

A
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reran. U'
Jvblow
to R3
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SAVE TO

..
THE importance

(non

w

goes without debate. You may leave them penniless, but with an education they always can

make their way in the world.
For that reason it is essential that you adopt
some systematic plan of saving some plan
whereby they are assured the right kind of edu'
cation.
Come to this Bank and let us show you several
excellent methods whereby you can set aside a
'
certain sum over a certain number of years and
provide for your children's future.

Dank
State
Gallup
Cents"
Have
To
Dollars
Your
Teach
More

a

-

J

Mrs. F. S. Lawrence is off to KV
York City where she will spend a
month or more buying fall and winter
stocks for the F. S. Lawrence Gallup
Department stores. Mrs. Lawrence
will attend the National Retail Dry
Goods Exposition as one of the New
Mexico delegates. This will enable
her to see and inspect latest styles
and creations, and as a result of this
privilege the people of Gallup and vicinity will receive the benefit of Mrs.
Lawrence s selections lor the Lawrence stores.
.
The fact that one of Gallup's lead
ing department stores is to be represented at the National Retail Dry
Goods Exposition in New York City,
and the further Tact that Mrs. Law
rence will remain in the wholesale
'
markets for a month or more, is
note
of
our
peoby
something worthy
ple. This will put "the Lawrence
stores in close touch with latest
styles, patterns, weaves and fabric- sclose enough that Gallup will be able
to supply every article that can be
found in New York City retail stores
FACTS ACOUT

Information

Interesting

SUNDAY
Thofi. B. Ince Frod action,
Douglas McLean in
"SUNSHINE TRAIL"

Charles Murray

Two

-

Comedy

Given

by

the Sea," F. Martin
tells the reader that
young oysters enjoy but 48 hours' freePOLICEMAN HAS A GRIEVANCE
dom as moving creatures; then they
settle down for life. Among the oysAsks Plaintively How H Can Bt ter's enemies Is the starfish. An Invasion of
will sometimes
Supposed to Know How Fast
One Can Walk,
destroy a whole bed of oysters In a
single night Some most Interesting
"Bow far can you walk in live min- points gleaned from this book Include:
The female lobster has been known
utes
asked the policeman.
' "Oh, I don't know. A block, two to produce 160,000 eggs at a time.
Limpets go on traveling expeditions at
blocks, three maybe."
night, but by a wonderful homing In"Maybe four ov Ave," supplemented
the policeman.
"But maybe some- stinct, return to exactly the same spot
Whelks have
body else, who isn't as young as you on their "home" rock.
from 220 to 280 teeth each, the winkle
are, could only walk one.
"Now what rm getting at la this: possesses a set of 8,600, but the dental
0
People are all the time coming up to outfit of the "Umbrella Shell" Is
teeth. The sea urchin has four
me and asking to be directed to some
place. And when I point the way different kinds of spines, each wttb
they Invariably auk, How long a specialised function: weapons, poison-bearer-

BUST BODY"
WEEKLY NEWS REEL

MONDAY

-

TUESDAY,

We Must Have Room For New Fall Merchandise

f

"chewenV and cleaners.
A
walk
Itf
"Well, that's all right If It's only a giant clam will weigh 000 pounds. A
snort distance. Then I can count up
ling was found to
,
the number of blocks In my head and 861,000 eggs.
tell them. But If It's further I say
It's
walk or a
Fall In Love After Marriage.
walk. But the trouble to how am I
Yu
the Chinese scholar,
going to know how fast they walk?
aid at s Boston dinner party:
"It's a proposition. A mas will ask
"You America".! let your young peowhere some store Is, and when I tell ple fall In "uve, snd afterward they
hist he's way past it he gets mad marry. We Chinese, on the other hand,
and says that a fellow back there told marry our young people, and let them
him It was a
walk. While afterward get acquainted. You prefer
another will not be anywhere near your ways to ours, and certainly your
the place he's going to, but when I way does produce the' most divorces.
tU him that be'U say! But a man
"The two ways," Mr. Ling-Tanwent
down the line said it was only a slx- - on, "might be compared to two kettles
mlnote wslsT"
of water. The first kettle yours Is
An old lady Interrupted the police; taken at
boiling point from the nre by
man at this point, Inquiring the way marriage, and It cools off very
rapidly.
to Blank' square.
The second ours Is a kettle of cold
"Straight ahead, ma'am. You cant water which marriage puts on the fire,
miss It."
and ever afterward It - keeps getting
"Is It farr ssked the old lady.
warmer and warmer, no that, at the
"About a
end of 00 years or so, all Chinese couwalk."
He watched her stride away, hei ples are madly tat love." Rebobotb
little legs moving at an amaslng speed Sunday Herald.
for one so aged.
"Now look at her," exclaimed the
Odd Method of "Bavins,"
policeman. "Who would have thought
Rosa Bonheor wed to say that her
she'd walk like that? Shell be there
youth was one of great poverty then
within three minutes, but shell go the would add some droll stories about
right on and not stop till she's walked the family method of regulating Its
ten. Some people are no literal
finance, The studio was a collection ef
New lork Sun.
odds and ends and M. Bonheor knew
how to turn that disorder to account
When he received money for his
We ought to weigh well what we
work he would take a handful of coin
can only once decide.
and throw It at random about the room.
In times of stress, when there
More than 75,000 women in Paris Then
re earning their living as painters, was apparently not a sou left In the
would set to
sculptresses, musicians or actresses. house, the entirein family
work searching
nooks and corners.
There are two levers for moving Sometimes they would find t
men interest and fear.
Piece, and that wsrded off

"LORNA

DOONE"

TOPICS OF THE DAY
AESOP'S FABLES

WEDNESDAY
Repeating

"LORNA

DOONE"

THURSDAY
Richard Barthelmess and

Dorothy Gish in

"THE BRIGHT SHAWL"

Parrott

Comedy

"JAILED AND BAILED"

FRIDAY
Repeatinf
"THE BRIGHT SHAWL"

SATURDAY
Charles Ray In
"ALIAS JULIUS CEASAR"
Snub Pollard Two Reel

"

Comedy
"SOLD AT AUCTION"
WEEKLY NEWS REEL with
Scenes of ML Etna
eruption.
COMING:

Jackie Coogan ia
"DADDT"
"ISLE OF LOST SHIPS-TE- N
ROD AND SAM"

Silks All Kinds of Crepes and Taffetta's
in a variety of Shades and Styles

SAILORS
LEGHORNS

Cases Up Before
Judge John Schauer
Judge Schauer's docket shows that
Lucas Boreco was in his court to
answer to a charge of being intoxicat
ed, and fined 20 days in Jail. Silva
and McOraw made the arrest Also,
Amelk) Magania for being drunk,
15 and costs, Silva and McGraw made
the arrest Also, E. P. Middleton who
was given a fine of $5 and costs, Silva made the arrest Also, Joe Pen
of McGaffey, for being drunk. Pen
is a very strong man, being intoxicated, was hard to handle, Mr. Silva
claims that the only way ne couiu
manage Pen it became necessary to
strike Pen over the head with his
gun, which he very much disliked to
do, but it was the only way to quiet
Pen. Jack McGraw assisted Silva.
Schauer gave Pen suspended

I

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
with

DOROTHY GISH

n

ef Cuban nights.
lane uoreus but suddenly aflame at the whirling fringe of
Joseph HergesheJmer's colorful romance

"THE BRIGHT SHAWL"
OF the many characters created by Barthelmess we believe his pantomimic artistry is
most appealing in this story of a young American's encounter with the implusive
Cuban Lady of the Bright Shawl, A drama of hearts, flowers, swords and a great
soul. Screen adaption by Edmund Goulding.
To make "The Bright Shawl' the entire company spent several months in Cuba. It
represents sincere artistic effort while striving for the maximum of popular entertainment. See itl

JOHN S. ROBERTSON PRODUCTION

Millinery Must
Our loss is Your

Pattern Hats
A large Assortment
Of Shapes and Col-

nmSrtt

inspiration Pictures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, President, presents

All

We are closing out all the Handsome Summer Frocks at Greatly Reduced Prices
You will have a large range of materials
to eelect from, Linens, Voiles, Organdie,
Ratine and Gingham, ett. in the wash
Fabrics.

Go

Gain
"

ors

All

to Select From

MBLANS

The QUALITY Is The Very Highest
The PRICES Are The Very Lowest

five-fra- nc

.

MILLINERY

LADIES' SUMMER DRESSES

'

Ung-Tan-

Maurice Teurneur Production
Featuring Madge Belalmy and
John Bowers in

"

Everything Must Go Regardless of Cost.

1s

Heme Talent Entertainment
Benefit
SACRED HEART CHURCH

'A
.

MILLINERY

of
S.,

i

--

V

LADIES' READY TO WEAR
J: :
AND 7 "

700,-00-

Reel

-

.

Ull

WriterOysters and Their Enemies
limpet's Homing Instinct.

-

Mr. Henry C. Keach, Organist.

t

)w

:

"flve-tftoger-

FOR NEXT WEEK

-

GALLUP, NEW MSTICO.
y

"SEA AMIULS"

.

REX PROGRAM

't

o

In "Animals
Duncan, F. Z.

thousand dispositions in
Treat
thousand different ways.

V-

.

education for your children

o

eve iafrfc

S'fSTfSTZ

the case, so it is stated, that aroused
certain carties with the fear that the
case against ren would produce evidence as to where he obtained the
whiskey, but no such evidence was obtained.
City Marshal W. P. Digga has cited
violating the auto parking
Sarties appear
before Judge Schauer
and the Judge tells them in plain talk
just what they may expect if they
appear before him on a second of
fense.
o

Why Not Close
Bootleg Joints

REVIEW

0?

TARIFFS AtiD REVEtllES

COMPARATIVE FIGURES
CHAIRMAN

OF THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE

CLOSE OF FISCAL TEAR
WASHINGTON, July 16. The
close of the fiscal year, June SO, 1028,
found Uncle Sam addine- - tn hii m.
ceipts $662,000,000 in customs revenues, the largest yield from that source
in our history. The fact calls for a
brief review of customs duties din-inthe past decade and a half.
The average yield ef customs dutka
during the four years in which the
Payne-Aldric- h
law of 1909 (Republican) was in operation was about
1314,000,000 annually on imports for
that period averging fl.640,000,000
annually. This meant an average ad
valorem rate of dutv on all imnorta
for the period of something like 19
s-

would be cut to

the vanishing point,
.Treasury Department was not
visibly impressed by any such hokum,
for ft estimated the customs receipts
for the fiscal year at $460,000,000.
nrprise of the Department
and the Republicans generally, th
law boosted that estimate h iiio '

000,000;

'

s

'

'

From the data of ita mattniMi m
to and including June 80th, last the
Fordney-McCumbtariff law yields
just short of $450,000,000 of customs
revenues. June imports have not
been compiled, but on the basis of the
prevailing ad valonm nto of duty
they must have been in the neighbor
hood of $845,000,000, so that tins to
UI imports under the Fordney-McCumbper cent..
law approached $3,050,000,-00- 0,
UNDERWOOD-SIMMON- S
LAW
or an avenge ad valorem of
The Underwood-Simmolaw went slightly under 15 per cent in the nine
into effect the fourth of October. months and nine days of its run in
1913. At the close of the fiscal year fact, almost nreciaelv the avcrM nf
J tl
the customs revenues totaled t)l TTnfavrAAiffitmM..M
$284,000,000, according to the U. S. first nine months of its run.
Statistical Abstract. Of this sum The Present tariff law
affnnMn
$92,000,000, was collected from July fair protection to American agricull to uctooer sra, while about amooo.- ture and industry. It is affording op000 was collected from Republican portunity for Ionian nnxhiora tit
rates on wool, woolen goods, and sug take a generous advantage of the Purar carried over. From 1914 to 1921, in chasing power of a country waose
elusive, the average annual yield from prosperity began when the Democustoms revenues was a little under cratic tariff law ended. It hat root
$245,000,000 with imports for the ed its enemies, and it ia adding- - dailv
to its friends. It is the lowest tareight yean avenging almost
or an average ad valor- iff ever passed consistent with, proem ever the period of S and a fraction tection.
per cent The high year was in 1920
when import totaled $5,828,000,000
TRY
and duties $326,000,000 or an avenge
ad valonm ef 6 and a fraction per
GOLDEN
er

er

ns

ii4

-

$3,000,-000,000,00- 0,

Gallup citizens have asked The Gal
lup Herald how many convictions does
it require before an injunction can
issue and close the bootleg joints T We
"
do know that more than one convic- cent
tion has been obtained against one or May 27th, 1921, the
em
mora places and that no effort has
law was passed by the
tariff
ergency
Packed By
been made to close up the places, and
with protective rates on
ALAMOSA CREMSRY CO.
these same place s continue to sell Republicans,
agricultural products, and the follow,
bootleg whiskey. We have been aaked ing fiscal year, ended June 80, 1922,
why certain bootleg places are so the customs revenues showed $856.- Convicted
screened and shut oil irora view 7 000,000 of duties on $2,608,000,000 of
That question is easy to answe- r- imports, or an average oi nearly 14
New
so that the places can sell their stuff
cent. Thus, it will be noted, the
without being seen from the streets. per
Democratic law as a revenue raiser
OA VTA
Citizens tell us that if one or more hobbled in and hobbled out on Repub
W VH1M 4 a TVfi
nlaces were closed as they should be lican crutches.
Reed Holfeman has under adJudge
that owners of the buildings would he
visement the motion by Attorney E.
FORDNEY-McCUMBELAW
miirhtv particular as to who they
P. Davies for a new trial in the case
would rent or lease their buildings,
00 1 QOO
V.
of Price Clements, twice convicted bv
Cl..
and that by closing the places would McCumber tariff law made its bow to a Rio Arriba county
jury for the killhave more effect towards breaking up the public amid the ' hisses of the ing of two companions
from Texas
bootlegging than anything else.
Democnts and their allies the im- while on a hunting trip in that section
...
o
porters, and the plaudits of ths pro two yean ago. Technical grounds
are adduced to support the motion.
Mr. G. W. Summers and daughter. tectionists and their allies the manu,
O'
Miss Minnie Summers, have returned facturers, farmers, and working-men'I'm too laps ahead of you now."
from their visit to Hot 6rings. where It had been repeatedly stated in degirl to the
the? went for the bsnei.t of the hot bate that this law, if enacted, would said the first house-part- y
baths, and both are v-- y much im- so restrict imports because of its al second..
who
leged prohibitive rates, that no forproved. ISrt. Roy L.
them to that cIms. return eign country could get into our home trhen tl!r- -i srs at tit went tlrr
ed soma dan ac. .
market, hence fee customs revenues

PURITY
BUTTER

Twice
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Trial
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